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Preamble

The work reported in this Thesis was performed by myself in the
Sohoo1 of Physios of the University of Warwiok, except insofar as
is speoifically aoknowledged in the references in the text. No
part of the work has been included in a Thesis submitted in respect
of any other Degree of any University. Parts of Chapter 4 have
been published in the British Journal of Applied Physics, Journal
or Physics D, 2 (1969). 145, and some of the results presented in

Chapter 6 have been published in Physica Status Solidi (a), l (1970),

K109 and.i (1971), K211. The bulk of Chapters 5 and 6 have been
submitted to the journal Surfaoe Soience for publication. It has
proved convenient to list the references cited in eaoh chapter at the
end of that chapter, rather than !a masse at the end or the Thesis.

Ronald J. Reid.
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A1thoughLowEnergyElectron Diff'raction (LEED)has becomerelatively

well established aa a technique f'or the s~ of' someaspeots of' the

surf'aces of crystallin. systems, it is only comparatively recent1,. that

c1088attention has been paid to the p~sics ot the diffraotion process.

Theworkpresented in this thesis was therefore carried out in an attempt

to elucidate aomeot these aspects ot the prooess.

Firstly, we showthat it is not necessary tor the surtace under examination

to be an atomically pertect crJ'stal surface, or even a macroscopIcally

perfect surface over the entire area sampledby the electron bea..m,by a

oonsideration ot the diffraction patterns produced f'roi11taceted metal toils.

This showsthat provided the surtace contains small area.'Jof good orystal

order larger than the coherence area ot the electron beamused to produce

the diffraction pattemt only as little as 10%of the sampledarea 01'

surface need be occupied by these areas of good crystalline order to

produce no visible degradation of the diffraction pattern.

A short discussion ot the properties of' an ideal set of experimental

data against whioh theoretical calculations or LEEDintensity-energy

spectra should be checked is toll owedby a set of 'experimental results

whichgoes someway towards meeting these criteria. This comprises a

complete set ot intensi ty-energy spectra tor the specular Ll::EDbeam trom

a single crystal copper (100) surface in an azimuth close to (110) ,

covering a large planar area ot k-space boundedby the approximateenergies

20 and 350eV,and the angles of incidence 6 and 220, the spectra being

taken at 10 intervals, together with a similar Bet 01' data tor the
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(111) surface in a (1i2) azimuth, the spectra being taken in this case
at 2° intervals. The (110) surface of copper proved to be impossible
to clean satisfactorily in a UHV environment, and a ahort discussion of
its adsorption properties in that environment is given.

These sets of spectra demonstrate that although the main features or
the tntensity-energy spectrum lie cloae to the kinematical Bragg scattering
condi tions, the details of the speotra can only be explained by the use
of proper dynamical calculations, in accord with the latest theories of
LEED. Some correlations between the features of the spectra and the
emergence of new non-specular diffraction beams are discussed.

Finally, a detailed disoussion is presented on the effects of specimen
temperature on the intensity-energy speotra obtained from the Cu(lOO)
surface and the Cu(lll) surface, the results for the (100) surface being

rather more detailed than those for the (111) surface. These results
demonstrate that the principal effect of temperature is the diminution
in intensity of the d1tfraction peaks in the intensity-energy spectra,
and that this diminution in intensity oan be characterised by an effeotive
Debye temperature. As the specimen temperature is ohanged, these peaks
also shitt in energy in a non-simple way, which, while not in itselt
important when oomparing experimental results with rigid lattice theoretioal
spectra, must be taken into acoount in evaluating the Debya temperature
for each peak. However, the width and overall shape of diffraction peaks
which are well isolated from other peaks in the spectra appear to be
independent of temperature. The detailed study of the measured Debye
temperatures and peak shifts tor all the diffraction peaks as a function
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or the experimental diftraction parameters - energy and crystal

orientation - proves themto be highly sensitive to the diftraction

conditions. Such results cannot therefore be interpreted in the

tradi tional kinematical manner, and hence cannot be used with confidence

in extracting information about surface atomvibrations, surtace

lattice expansions, etc. The importance ot including thermal etreots

whencomparingtheory with experiment is emphasised, and a particularly

interesting experimental result is discussed in the light ot a very

recent calculation.
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CHAPTER 1

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

Following the acoidental disoaver,y ot eleotron dittraction by Davisson

and Germer in 19211), some use was made ot the phenomenonto study' oertain

aspeots ot the surtaoe properties ot orystallin. systems b.7 the back

dittraotion ot slow electrons (e.g. reterenoes 2 and 3). Reproducibility

ot results, however, was not a notable teature ot these experiments,

mainly due to the relatively poor vacuum techniques available at that

time. It was not until the development of ultra high vacuum techniques

and the discovery ot simple oleaning prooedures tor crystal aurtaces4)
that LowEnergy Electron Dittraction (LEED)became established as a

promising technique. Sinoe the early 1960' s, however, the growth ot

experimental surface studies using LEEDhas been rapid (see, tor example,

the' :Bibliography published by' Jackson .!! .!!5» t although in ~ oases

the results have proved somewhat disappointing. It is, in tact, onlY'

very reoently that the tull complexit,r ot the problem of understanding

the nature of the tEED process has been realised, let alone tackled.'

Indeed, the tEED problem has been described as one ot the most ditficult

problems in solid state physics which is at present being tackled.

The charaoteristio ot much ot the published LEEDwork has been the reliance

on insuffioient data. In many oases, little has been described apart

trom the geometry ot the LEEDpattem, and perhaps one or two intensity -

energy spectra, at perhaps a oouple at angles ot incidence. While suoh

data can give a oertain amount of information on, tor example, the
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symmetry'ot gas - lolid adsorption struotures. proceeding trom such

results to complicated analyses ot the chemical and PQJsioal nature ot

the surtace system, and ot the nature ot the interaction ot low energy

eleotrons ..i th that system - as 1s yery otten done - appears to us to

be a somewhathazardoua prooedure. Reoently, however, it has been

real1sed that the oomplexity ot the problem is such that extensive and

detailed Beries of experimental data &re required, and a tew studies have

gone some..ay towards meeting this requirement6,7,8,9). In Chapter 5 ..-
desoribe someot the characteristics ot an ideal Bet of experimental data

and in what measure the results presented in this thesia go towards

meeting these oriteria.

'rhe experimental content ot this thesis talls into two distinct seotions.

Firstly, in Chapter 4. there i8 a brief study indioating the surface

requirements ..hich must be fulfilled by' a real Cr.J1ltal systeJll in order

that a LEEDpattern should be visible, and this ..ill, in fact, demonstrate

that these conditions are muchless stringent than was at one time thought

necessar,y. The second and JIlajorportion ot the thesia occupies Chapters

5 and 6. and ia an attempt to meet someot the requirements ot the type

ot study outlined above. Here, the atudies are restricted to a small

range ot Iystems, namely the "olean" low index faces ot copper. and. within

the specific limits desoribed in Chapters 5 and 6, an attempt is madeto

provide a relatively complete Bet ot data tor the speoularly reflected

d!ttraction beamfrom the (100) surface. i.e. a set of intensity - energy

spectra covering a large planar area ot ~ - spaoe, and a desoription ot

the eftecta of temperature on these spectra. For the (Ill) surface, a

rather less complete set of data is presented. Whatwe shall Beek to

demonstrate is that the results can not be interpreted on any naive model
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of the soattering prooess, but indicate that detailed oaloulations will

have to be performed before signifioant oonclusions oan be drawn regarding

the nature or the surfaces and of the meohanismsinvolved. Seoond17, the

importance of the effects of tempera~lre on the LEED process, a hitherto

muchneglected parameter, will be demonstrated. Wherepossible, we shall

also desoribe howpresent theoretioal studies can indioate, however

imperfect1;y, the oorrect interpreta.tion of these results.
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LC1I ENERGY ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

2.1 - Surtaoe C;rstallograpSr

2.1.1 - Detinition ot a Surtace

! crystal is a regular ~ ot atomswhosecentres lie at the point.

ot a three dimensional lattice possessing translational symmetriesand

a oertain set ot point syDIIletries(i.e. reflections, rotations, etc.).

Themathematioaldetinition ot a lattice is a set ot points allot which

are spatial17 equivalent, and so it is clear that, strictly' speaking,

a regular .olid can onl7 be a cr,rstal it it i8 intinite in extent, with

no detects in ita struoture. It is oonvenient and conventional, however,

to talk about the lattice ot a crystal, and this is derived by taking a

representative portion ot the pertect bulk aolid and assumingthat this

is extended to intinit7 via its translational 87JIIUletr7operators. The

set ot point and translational symmetryoperators ot thi. lattice is then

known as the apace group ot the crystal.

Whenwe cometo diacus. the surface ot a cry-stal, that is aomeplane on

which the atomic array is truncated, we no longer have tull three-dimensional

symmetry, and we oazmotdescribe the structure ot the surtace in terms ot a

space lattice. However,the surtace ot a crystal has periodicit7 - and

hence translational symmetry- in the two dimensionsot the surface plane,

although it m&7 well be aperiodic in the third dimensioninto the crystal.

According17, it we restrict the three-space detinition ot a lattice to the
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two-space ot the surtace plane, we can detine a net or points, allot

.hich are spatially equivalent in the two-space. !sain .e ignore the

tact that a real crystal will not be infinite in the.e directions.

It is relatively atraighttorward to showthat there are only tive unique

nets (called Bravais neta) ot thia type. In an analogous wa;yto the

space group ot a three-space lattice, .e can detine the plane group ot

a two-apacenet, and there are aeTenteenot auch plane grOUpsl).

However,whendealing .i th a real crystal surtace, it is otten useful to

be able to describe the surtace structure in three-space, andWOOd2)has

shownthat there are eighty space groups which are diperiodic in three-

space. A complete table ot such groups bas been Published3).

For our purposes, however, it is most oonvenient to consider the surtace

structure as being related in some..a;yto the bulk structure since, in

the present state ot LEEDtheory, it is impossible to deduce exaotly .here

the surface atoms are in relation to the bulk atoms, although the solution

ot this problem~ be aided by the relatively newteohnique ot ESCA

(Electron Spectroscopy tor ChemioalAnalySis)4). Accordingly, one relates

the net ot actual surtace struotures to the bn>otbetioal net obtained by

slic~ through the bulk structure parallel to the exposed surfaoe plane.

There are two current notations tor describing the relationship between

these two nets, due to Wood5)and to Park6). Wood'sconvention expresses

the chosen primitive translation vectors (P.t.v.'s) ot the surtace unit

meshin terms ot the p.t.v.'s ot the substrate unit mesh. (The unit

meshot a net is the smallest unit ot the net ..hich, ..hen operated on by

the translation operators ot the net, reproduces the net. Although the
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choice or p.t.v.'s is somewhatarbitrary, it is most commonto choose the

twovectors representing the edges of the unit meshof the net). For

example, in Figure 2.1-1, a - 2a and b - 2b. This structure wouldbe-s - -s -
described by the shorthand notation (2 x 2). It the P.t.v.ls of the

surface unit meshare not parallel to those ot the substrate mesh, then,

to obtaJn the shorthand notation, one rotates the lmit meshot the substrate

until it is parallel to tbat ot the surface, and uses as the reference

vectors the primitive translation vectors ot the unrotated substrate

along these newdirections. For example,Fig. 2.1-2 showsa (5 x 1)-R45°

structure, the "R450" denoting that the substrate tmit meshbas been

rotated through 450• The tull vector description of this surface structure

is

!. • 5! - 5!!
b • a+b
-8 ..- (2.1 - 1)

A description of an adsorption structure in this notation wouldbe, for

example, Ni(011) - (3 x 1) - 0 t denoting the structure or adsorbed oxygen
,

on a Nickel (011) surrace.

In Parkls notation, one describes the surface structure by" the matrix

transformation betweenthe surface tmit meshand the substrate unit mesh,

e.g. for the veotor transformation of equation 2.1-1, the matrix

M •--
describes the changeof basis. Equation 2.1-1 ~ thus be written as

S • K:B--- (2.1 - 2)

with an obvious notation.
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It is sometimes more convenient to describe the surtace struoture in terms
ot a centred unit mesh rather than a primitive mesh, in muoh the same
way as it is convenient to talk about tace- or body-centred cubic lattices.
In tbese cases the derivation ot notations tor the structure is exact11
as described above, but a distinguishing "CH is added as e - (2 x 1),
for example.

2.1.2 - The Surface Reciprooa1 Net .

It is often useful in diffraction theory to work in terms ot reciprooa1
space rather than direot space. To this end, we theretore detine the
reciprocal net ot a surtace direct net as tollows. Let the direct net
ot the surface be represented by the primitive translation !1'!2' Then
the reoiprocal net is detined by the primitive translation !!,!~suoh
that

(i,j • 1,2) (2.1 - 3)

where ~ ij 18 the Kronecker delta and reciprocal two-space is
detined to coincide with direot two-space (i.e. they both occupy the
same planar section of three-space). The tactor 2Tf is introduoed tor
convenienoe, sinoe this makes the reciprooal net integral in the units
ot k, the magnitude ot the wave vector of the radiation whose diffraction
we are considering.

Projection ot the two-space reciprocal net into three-space gives a line
extending to ± 0<) through each reciprocal net point, parallel to the
third basis vector ot the three-space, usuall)" detined to be perpendicular
to the plane ot the two-space. We shall refer to these lines as the
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three-space reoiprocal net rods or the direct surrace net, or more
aimply aa the reoiprocal net rods.

The reciprocal net rods ot the surtace may be related to the three-space
reoiprocal lattice or the bulk cr,yatal in the following manner. We
ohoose the three p.t.v.'a or the direct space lattice ot'the crystal such
that two ot these lie in the surtace and are the p.t.v.'s at a surface net.
Equation 2.1-3 1a then extended to three-apace by letting the i,j run

over 1,2,3. This then detines a lattice ot pOints, and, because ot

the w8:Y we have chosen our p. t.y' s, each at these points lie. on one
at the reciprocal net rods or the surtaoe net.

2.2 - The Geometry or LEED

2.2.1 - The Formation or tEED Patterns

Low Energy Eleotron D1ttraction may be oonveniently defined as the
elastio scattering or a beam or monoenergetio electrons from a crystal
surface (or other objeot which displs:ys some form ot periodicity).
Consider a beam ot electrons at wave vector 15 incident on a planar a;rra:y

of scatterers. We wish to look at the intensity ot electrons scattered
into the d1rection~i ~i denotes a unit vector in the direction of the
vector ki i.e. ki • kJi). The scattering will be totally defined by

the two conservation laws - energy and total momentum. The first law
means that

constant • (2.2 - 1)
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It TJJB:1 readily be shown (see g 2.4.2) that conservation of total momentum
(i.e. electron momentum plus crystal momentum) reduces to the conservation
ot the component ot electron momentum parallel to the scattering net
modulo 11.&, where ~ i8 a reoiprooal net Tector ot the net ot scatterers.
Thus, it k • kll + k.J. , where .!II and k.J. are respectively the components
ot the electron wave vector parallel and perpendicular to the net ot

scatterers, conservation of momentum leads to the condition

~ill • ~II + 'hs
i.e. k

-ill • ~II + S (2.2 - 2)

The diffraction pattern of the net - in most cases that ia of the crystal
surface - is thus a series ot discrete beams whose wave vectors satisfy
2.2-2, and hence the pattern reflects the geometry of the reoiprocal net.

Decause ot the condition 2.2-2, the positions ot the diftracted beams
immediatel,. give the periodicities of the surface net, but can give no
information regarding the actual positions of the atoms within the surface
unit mesh.

Diftraction spots are labelled with the ordered pair of indices which
detines the appropriate reciprocal net vector giving rise to the spot in
terms ot the basis vectors ot the reciprocal net. For example, the (h,k)
diffraction spot is that tor which h,k satisty the equation

ki • k 1 + ha* + kb*
- II -I - -

(2.2 - 3)

where ~*,!* are the basic vectors of the surface reciprocal net.
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for non-penetrating radiation of incident wave vector
k. The open circles 0 are the reciprocal net points
of the surface mesh, lying in the two-space of the
surface plane, and the lines through these points
perpendicular to the plane of the surfaoe are the
corresponding three space reciprocal net rods.
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2.2.2 - The Ewald Sphere Construction

The directions of beams diffracted by any particular structure can readily
be determined by a modification of the Ewald Sphere Construction widely
used in X-ray and High Energy Electron Diffraction7,8). The procedure,
illustrated in Fig. 2.2-1, is to construct the three-space reciprocal net
rods of the surface net as described in ~ 2.1.2. From the origin of the
two-space reciprocal net, the vector -~ is drawn, where ~ is the wave vector
of the incident electrons. The tip of this vector is then the centre of
the Ewald sphere for these diffraction conditions, the sphere of radius k
being described about this point. Vectors drawn from the centre of the
sphere to the points of intersection of the sphere with the reciprocal net
rods then give the directions of all possible diffracted beams - into or
out of the crystal.

The kinematical (i.e. single scattering) theory of LEED (~ 2.4.2) predicts
that the diffracted beams will be most intense when the incident beam is
in a Bragg scattering condition, i.e. when electron waves acattered from
successive atomic planes in the crystal interfere constructively. These
conditions may be derived from the Ewald sphere construction as follows.

On the reciprocal net rods is superimposed the reciprocal lattice of the
bulk crystal, the points lying, as we described earlier, on the rods. A
two-dimensional slice through such a sphere is shown in Fig. 2.2-2.
Whenever the Ewald sphere passes through one of these points, that beam is
in a Bragg scattering condition, an~ the corresponding maximum in the
intensity of the beam is called a Bragg peak.

These concepts will be discussed rather more fully in § 2.4.2, where the
kinematical theory of tEED is discussed.
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2.2.3 - DoubleDiffraction

At the energies of interest in LEED,the scattering crOBSsections for

electrons are large enoughfor there to be a significant probability ot

the electrons suffering more than one elastio scattering event betore

leaving the cr'Y'stal9). It is theretore possible for 8lV beamdiffracted

into the crystal by the surface la.yer to act as an incident beamfor the

next crystal plane, producing its owndiffraction pattern superimposed

on the surtace layer diftraction pattern, and so onlO). It the surface

plane and subsequent planes exhibit the B8me symmetryparallel to the

surtace, no difference in pattern geometries will occur, and this "double

diffraction" will be undetectable. However,if the surface plane has
a different primitive translation from the substrate plane, then "extra"

dittraction spots mayarise, satistying the condition

k .k+~ +Q'-1 II -II .Qsurt -sub (2.2 - 4)

..here ~f is a reciprocal net vector of the surface layer

tt 1a a reciprocal net vector at the substrate layer.-sub

In this manner, quite complexdiffraction patterns can arise from simple

surface structures.

For example, suppose a hexagonal. overlayer is situated on, and parallel

to, a heX8€Onalsubstrate, so that the p. t.v.' s ot each net are parallel

but of different magnitudes, then someot the possible diffracted beams

are as illustrated in Figure 2.2-3.
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Figure 2.2-3. Some of the possible double diffraction beams
arising from multiple reflections between the
surface unit mesh (~1'~2) situated on and
parallel to the substrate unit mesh (~1'~2).
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2.3 - tEED Intensity - Energy Spectra

2.3.1 - Introduction and Definition of Parameters

In X-ray diffraction, structural information regarding the distribution
of scatterers within the unit cell is obtained from reflection curves •

. .
These are obtained by rotating the cr,ystal in a beam of X-rays of fixed
wavelength and picking out the successive values of angle of incidence
which give rise to the various diffracted beams corresponding to the
spacings between different cr,ystal planesll). (American authors often
call these "rocking curves"). In LEED, however, it is experimentally
simpler to vary the incident energy (and hence the wavelength) of the
electrons rather than the angle of incidence, so what is generally
plotted is the variation in intensity of a diffracted beam with incident
energy. 12)Stern calls these curves "pseudo - rocking curves", but
the term Intensit,y - Energy Spectra, or I(E) curves, is preferable.

The parameters open to variation are thus the energy of the incident beam
E, the angle of incidence e, and the azimuthal angle ¢.

In LEED the angle of incidence ()is usually taken to be the angle between
the incident beam and the surface normal. The azimuthal angle f is
defined as the angle between the plane of incidence (I.e. the plane
contaliiing the incident beam and the surface normal) and some arbitrary
line in the surface plane - usually a low index crystallographic direotion.
These angles are illustrated in Fig. 2.3-1. It is usual to describe an
azimuth in terms of the Miller indices of the plane of incidenoe.

The energy, E, of the incident beam is related to the magnitude of the



.> Surface Normal

Plane of Surtace

Pigure 2.3-1. Definitions ot angle ot incidenoe $, and azimuthal
angle f.

pigure 2.3-2. A typical Intensity-Energy Spectrum. Tbe arrows
ahow the poaitions ot kinematical Bragg peaks.
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incident wave vector ~ via the relation

k • 2rJ2~' - 2Tt) l5~••; i-I (2.3 - 1)

where E is in electron volts, and m is the mass ot the electron.
This expression arises by direct substitution in the de Broglie equation.
The associated electron wavelength is then

(2.3 - 2)

2.3.2 - k-space Plots

A typical intensity-energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.3-2, and it will
be observed that it displays a considerable amount ot structure. In

order to be able to compare a large number ot such curves, it is useful
to be able to reduce the data to a more easily handled torm. One method
ot reduction is due to Sesh13).

The section ot the reciprocal lattice ot the bulk crystal in the plane ot

incidence is drawn, and on this section through ~·space are plotted the
tips ot the vectors -~i where l.!i' is the Bet ot wave Tectors ot the
incident beam each ot which gives rise to a peak in the intensity-energy
spectrum ot the diftraction beam under consideration. The origin ot

the-~i is the origin ot reciprocal space. In other words, the plotted
points are the centres ot the Ewald spheres corresponding to the incident
beam diftraction conditions tor each ot the diftraction peaks. The
relative heights ot the dUtraction peaks are suggested by' the relative
sizes ot the dots. Illustrative diagrams are presented in Fig. 2.3-3.

On the same diagram, lines may be drawn to represent the intersections ot
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Figure 2.3-3. Section through the reciprocal lattice of a crystal
(full circles), showing the centres of Ewald Spheres
(open oircles) corresponding to hypothetical
diffraction peaks at two angles of incidence, and
the intensity-energy spectrum at one of these angles
of incidence.
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this plane with the various Brillouin zone planea ol the reoiprocal

lattice, these lines being known as zone linea. In the simple kinematical

the017, dots representing Bragg peaks in the (h,k) beamare expected to

lie, tor all azimuths, on the zone linea corresponding to reoiprocal

lattice points on the (h,k) reoiprocal net rod. These zone lines are

then oalled Bragg zone linea, and are labelled with the' indices ot the

appropriate Bragg rellection.

2.3.3 - The Reoiprocity Theorem

The discussion presented above on the geometry ot the LEEDprooess has

shownthat the symmetries ol the crystal are reflected in the diftraction

process. These Q'JIII8trie. are there tore liable to be expressed in

intensity-energy spectra to the extent that such spectra taken tor beams

whioh are in directions which are or,yatallographically identical are

expected to be identioal.

However,betore applying this principle to real cr,ystals, there is one

further s;ymmetrroperation which must be ta.ken into aoeOtmtl4), that ot

TimeReversal Symmetry. When applied to LEED,this ~ be expressed in

terms or the Reoiprocit.r Theoremwhich saJa

(2.3 - 3)

that is, the time reversed intensi t.r mtlStbe identical to the normal (i •••

torward time) intensity. An elegant experimental proof ot this theorem

has been presented byWoodrutt and Holland14).

Whenthis symmetryis superimposedon the orystal symmetry, the effect

is to mirror .ach halt ot the k-spac. plot in the (0,0) reciprocal net
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rod, thus producing a symmetrical arrangement of points representing

peaks in the intensi ty'-energy speotra, even though the crystal lattice

mq not be symmetrical about the (0,0) reciprocal net rod in this azimuth.

2.4 - Theories of tEED

2.4.1 - Introduction

The theor,r of the LEEDprooess has progressed rapidly in the last tew

years, and has nowreached a point where reasonably signiticant correlation

ot calculated intensity-energy spectra tor simple crystals with the

experimental results is just about being achieved15). However,since

the purpose ot this thesis is not to provide a detailed experimental

substantiation of any one theoretical approach, nor to detine completely

the diffraction mechanismsoperating in LEED,only a brief outline ot

the various theoretical approaches will be presented. The section will

conclude with a brier discussion ot the spirit or interpretation ot the

tEED data whichwill be adopted here.

Only selected reterences are quoted here, but a relatively complete list

ot sources tor the kinematical theor,r is quoted by Lander9)and those tor

the remaining seotions ~ be tound in the work ot llaRae19)and or

Holland.!! .!:!15)•

2.4.2 - The Simple Kinematical Theo17

The simple kinematical theor,y ot LEEDassumes that the cross section tor

elastic scattering (i ••• where the electron sufters no energy loss) ot
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low enerD' eleotrons bY'the atoms ot a or,yatal is low, but that that

tor inelastio soattering (i.e. where the eleotron sutters somelOBSin

energy) is high. The ettect is tor the majoritY' ot electrons either to

sutfer one elastio collision and leave the or,rstal in a beamdetined by

equation 2.2-3, or to sutter one inelastio collision and be lost to the

LEED detection B1stem. This treatment proceeds bY'di'reot analogy with

the caloulations performed tor x-ray diftraction intensities, and an

extensive disoussion has been presented bY" Lander9).

Consider a beam ot eleotrons to be represented bY'a plane waveot wave

vector ~ and amplitude A, and to be incident on an arraY'ot identioal

scattering oentres defined bY'the set ot position veotors {.!:n1. Let

each scattering oentre produce a soattered waveot amplitude toA oOherent

with the inoident wave, where to is a tunction ot k and ot the soattering
-1ft," ) ,..angle cos ~·.!i whereki is a unit vector along the direotion in whioh

we are measuring the soattered intensity. Then the total scattered
A 16)amplitude .l' along.!i i8 given bY'

A' - Mo ~ exp {2n:i<.!-ki)·~] (2.4 - 1)

and the corresponding intensity ia given bY'

I • 1.l'12 _ A'A'.

(2.4 - 2)

where r - r - r •-mEl -11 -n

The electrons see a struoture which is periodic in the two dimensionsot

the surface, although possiblY' aperiodic in the surtaoe normal direction.

It the periodicity ot the surface is represented bY" the set of surface
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reciprooal net vectorsLsm1then the intensity given by 2.4-2 vanishes

unless

(2.4 - 3)

where <! - .!i)1I is the projection or ~- 1fi on the plane or the

surf"ace. This is the result stated in § 2.2-1.

The simple kinematical tbeor,y then states, by analog, that the intensity

or a diftracted beamwill be at a maximum whenthe normal componentor

k - ki' i.e. (!- ki), is such that 2 Tt is an integral multiple or
- - .1. <15- .!i).l.
the spacing betweenany two crystal planes in this direction.

In this case, equation 2.4-1 can be shown to reduce to9)

.lbk • .loN ~ rj exp f 2Tt i[h%j + k7j + 2~ C!- ~i)·Zj]}
(2.4- 4)

tor the (h,k) beam,where(!j\ is a Bet ot vectors representing

depth ..,ithin the crystal, not necessarily a periodic lunction. This

expression also allows tor a distribution ot scatterers or "strengths" r j

at positions (%j'Yj)within the unit meshor the surrace.

Becauseor the re1ative1y high probability posited tor inelastic scattering

it is assumedthat the electrons "see" rather moreor less ot the three

dimensional struoture ot the bulk crystal, dependingon the strength

chosen tor the inelastic soattering. By direot analogy with optical

diffraction theor,y, the electrons "see" a "grating" ot moreor leas

"elements", and the more"elements" they "see", the sharper w11l be the

resultant diffraction maxima.
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Wecan picture thia by' imagining that in the Ewaldsphere construotion,

the densitT of a reciprooal net rod at any point i8 proportional to the

intensit7 ot electrons scattered to that point where the Ewaldsphere

intersects that point. B,y plott~ the denaity ot the rod aa a function

of position along the rod, measuredfrom the plane of the surtace

reciprocal net, wewouldreproduce the intensity-energy spectrum of the

diffracted beamscattered to that rod. Then, if initially we have very

high inelastic scattering, so that the electrons cannot penetrate the

solid at all, the rods will be ot un1ro:mdenait7. As we progressively

switch off the inelastio scattering. the electrons penetrate deeper and

deeper into the crystal, and the density ot the rodl becomesmodulated,

graduallY'peaking arolD1dthe reciprocal lattice points (assuming that the

cryatal is, in tact, periodic in the third d1!llension). Eventually, as

the inelastic scattering becomesweaker. the rods split up into elongated

sections oentred on the reoiprocal lattice points. Eventually. in the

l1Illit ot no inelastio scattering, we have delta tunctions in density at

these points, with nothing in between. Whatis assumedto be the case in

reality is an intermediate case with broadish diftraotion maximanear the

reoiprocal lattice points, i.e. moderatelY'strong inelastic scattering~

Thil then predicta only simple !ragg maximain the intenaity-energy curvea,

whereas real I(E) ourves showa muchgreater amountot structure. However,

peaks in the spectra are often to be tOl.D1dat positions reasonably close

to the positions predicted by 2.4-4. especially at higher energies,

where the theory is expected to be better in any' case. Consequentlya

"fudge tactor" was introduced and related to the Imler Potential of the

Sommerteld~ox Modelot a solid. This then gives a kind ot refractive

index which could be used to bring the experimental peak positions into
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coincidence with the Bragg peak positions. The inner potential detined
in this way is DOW in tact found to be a somewhat erratio lunction ot

the energy and angle ot incidence ot the incident electrons.

It was for long telt that the kinematical theory should predict the main

teatures ot the experimental intensity-energy spectra. and that moditications
to include dynamical scattering ettects would simply introduce the observed
tine structure. Consequently. many ingenious suggestions were put torward
to explain the tine structure. e.g. variation ot lattice spacing near the
surtace17), "shadow~ ot atoms in lower planes bY' those nearer the
surtace18), and so on. Many such modifications are described in detail
by Lander9) •

It is comparatively easy to obtain a reasonable tit to experimental data
over a limited range ot energy and angles ot incidence by a suitable choice
ot such "oorrections", but in no case has it proved possible to obtain the
requisite amount ot detailed tit over wide variations or the experimental
parameters.

2.4.3 - The MUltiple Scattering Theory

The tirst approach to show real promise ot a reasonable correlation between
theory and experiment was the multiple scattering treatment ot E.G. McRae19)
based an early work by Lax20). This treatment reoognised that the cross
seotions tor scattering or low energy electrons are large9) and BO the
probability or multiple elastic collisions i8 signifioant. It is not
proposed to discuss the details or the theory. but it is worth mentioning
the salient features ot the treatment.
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The diftraction process 1s asau.medto be dominatedby the elastio scattering

80 inelastio scattering can be tormallY'isnored, and the elastic scattering

is assumedto be symmetrical, i.e. s-wave, in character. The crystal

modeltor which all calculations uaing thia modelhave so tar been

pertormed is "simple cubium", i.e. a simple cubic lattice ot scattering

centres, each ot which is represented by' a muftin-tin type ot potential.

Discussion is thus limited to a aomewhatartifioial case. Nevertheless,

this model is capable ot reproducing in many respects the detail ot

experimental results, since it predicts the exis tence ot both simple Bragg

peaks (i.e. single scattering peaka) and second.ar,r13raggpeaks (multiple

scattering peaks).

The theory considers that the incident electron wavetield, whenit

interacts with each scattering centre in the crystal gives rise to a

scattered wavetield, which~ be propagating or non-propagating (i.e.

evanesoent). Thi8 scattered wavetield then interacts back with the

inoident wavetield, 80 that the ettective wavetield inoident on eaoh

1ndiTidual soattering centre is the sumot the incident wavetield and

the wavetields emitted bY'all the other atoms in the crystal. By

suitably iterating this procedure the calculation can be madetullY' selt

consistent. Secondary'peaks then arise due to "beating" (interterences)

betweenthe various componentsot the ettective wavetield2l).

Kambe22) baa presented a morecomplete tormulation ot this type ot multiple

scattering theory which gives results identioal with those ot McRaetor

the simple cubiummodel.
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2.4.4 - The BandStructure Approach

An independent methodot tackling the LEEDproblem based on the very earl)"

work ot Bethe23), Morse24)and others was developed b)"Boudreauxand

Heine25) and subsequentl)" b)" Pendry26). Capart27), Marcusand Jepsen28)

and b)" GibbOD.29)amongothers.

The basis ot this approach is the recognition that it an electron

incident on a crystal surtace has a wavevector.! such that the real part

ot ~ inside the crystal lies in a band gap ot the electronic band structure

ot the crystal, then the onl)"Bloch waveswhich can be excited within the

crystal are those with tmagtnar,r wavevectors, i.e. they are non-propogating

or evanescent. Matchingot the electron wavetields inside and outside

the crystal across the surtace region then leads to total reflection ot

the incident electron in this case.

pendry26) has studied in detail the calculation ot band struotures near

a tree surfaoe, but the approach nevertheless requires the presence ot

Bloch waves propogating through the crystal, which i. not, in general.

the case (see § 2.4.5). However,aomeagreementwith experiment has been

achieved. Reoently Jone. and strozier30) have obtained reasonabl)" good

tits to experimental data on Be(OOOI)using a reformulated band matching

approachwith a realistio crystal potential. In this mod1f'ioatlon, the

inelastio scattering is inoluded tormally into the problem by splitting

the crystal potential into real and imaginary' parts. The real part then

desoribes the elastic soattering, and the imaginary part describes the

inelastic soattering. Very recently. Capart3l) has performed calculations

on Copper (100) by recaloula.ting the band structure in a very detailed "a:y

in the presence ot the inelastic scattering potential, and obtained a
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reasonable fit to experiment. The resu1ts of this calculation will be

discussed further in Chapter 5.

2.4.5 - The Inelastic Collision Yodel

Thebasi. ot this model32) lies in the realisation that the cross section

for inelastic scattering of low energy electrons is high enoughfor the

electrons to penetrate only a tew atomic lQfers ot the Crystal33). This

renders any tormalism neglecting the ettects of such inelastio scattering

fundamentally unrealistic. The tormalism takes as its modelfor the

crystal a lattice of ion cores bathed in a uniform homogeneousgas ot

eleotrons. It is, of course, a grose approximation to assumethat the

electron gas is homogeneousnear the surtace, but present techniques ot

mathematical p~sics are unable to handle the problemot the inhomogeneous

electron gas, and it is assumedthat the main qualitative results ot

caloulations at least oU8htto remain valid.

It is assumedthat the dominantinelastio scattering channel is through.

the electron-eleotron interaotion, the meanfree path for such processes

being estimated to be ot the order ot a few lattice spacings. Themain

electron-eleotron inelastio scattering processes in a metal are eleotron-hole

pair production and volume-and surface-plasmon creation. At tEED energies,

it is thought that electron-hole pair production is the dominantmode34).

The eleotron-phonon Interaction is thousht not to be ot major importance

in this oontext, aince this wouldgive rise to temperature dependentpeak

widths, which are not observed in practise34).

The prooedure is to calculate the elastio soattering ot the eleotrons by
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the ion cores in the presenoe of the heavy damping introd".l~edbY' the
inelastio scattering in the eleotron gas. The scattering is calculated
using the propogator tormalism developed by Eeeb,y35) with the electron
self energy being made complex to include the effeots of inelastio
scattering. The electron which is injected into the electron gas is
regarded aI being "dressed" to form a quasi-particle through its interaction
with the electron gas. Such quasi-particles have a finite lifetime and
mq therefore be regarded as having complex self energies. The real part
of the self enerlJ is effectively the inner potential of the crystal into
which the electron is injected, and the imaginary part is related to the

lifetime of the quasi-particle, and hence to its mean tree path in the
electron gas.

The scattering is then expressed in terms of a multiple scattering series,
i.e~ a summation over single scattering, double scattering ••••••• n-told
scattering events.

It is not proposed to discuss the mathematical details of this model,
which have been presented by Duke and Tucker32), but a brief summary of"
some of the more important conclusions drawn from specific calculations
based on the mOdel15) is appropriate in this context.

Within the limitations of the model, calculations ot intensity-enere,y
spectra are found to be in reasonable agreement with experiment oVer a
wide range of energies and angles of incidence. In the model calculations
of Holland ~ .!!15) on two radically difterent systems (LiF and Ni) it
was found that little or no inner potential was required tor the specular
beam at low energies. However at higher energies, the LiF results
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required a oorrection ot lO-l5eV to bring the calculations into agreement

with experiment. wbereas tor lU, no such oorrection was required over

the entire energy range studied. However, the non-specular beams

trom lU required an inner potential correction ot about 20eV.

It is tound that it is not very meaningtul to try to asoribe detinite

dittraotion processes to each peak in the intensit,y-energy spectra, i.e.

calling some limple Bragg peaks, others secondary Bragg peaks, etc ••

since, in general, many ditterent dittraction processes oontribute to

any one peak. Likewise, it is very detini tell" wrong to assume that

the main teatures ot intensity-energy speotra are determined by kinematical

processes and the dynamical treatment simply adds the tine structure.

Indeed, Holland showed that by progressively switching on the multiple

scattering. a simple Bragg peak calculated on a single scattering basis

was progressively annihilated and replaced by a multiple scattering

peak a tew eV &W83.

In a recent paper, Tucker and Duke36) have shown that a oalculation

based on this model locates the main teatures ot intensity-enersy spectra

near the kinematical Bragg scattering conditions. but that,this does

not mean that they are kinematical events. Indeed, what they have

demonstrated is that the intensity-energy spectrum consists mainly ot a

very large number or inter-lqer mal tiple scattering peaks which overlap

to torm a quasl-continuous spectrum. but that the overall intensi t,y

distribution is determined by an envelope function which peaks near the

Bragg conditions in many cases.
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2.4.6 - Interpretation ot tEED Results

In view ot the commentsin the last section, in this thesis, we shall

make no attempt to interpret peaks occurring in the intensity-energy

spectra whichwe reproduce in terms ot simple Bragg peaks, etc.

Nevertheless, it will otten be tound convenient to piot results on

_!-spaceplots or the type described in § 2.3.2, and simple Bragg zone

lines w11l be plotted on these. In vi .. ot the results ot calculations

on nickel, and since &1.1results presented here are tor the specular

beamtrom copper, no inner potential correction. are madeto a:ny ot

the results, such correction. being lett until such time as full

calculations tor copper have been performed. For simplicity, however,

main features of the intensity-energy spectra located near the Bragg

zone lines w11l otten be reterred to as NominalBraggPeaks, without in

any wayprejudging the actual soattering mechanismsinvolved. The

appropriate inner potential correction required to bring such features

into coincidence with the Bragg zane lines will otten be quoted, but

never used. In passing it may be noted that in his calculations on

copper, capart31) assumesa constant inner potential of 15eV.
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APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQ.UES

3.1 - General Survey of LEED Apparatus

3.1.1 - Historical

The original apparatus or Davisson and Germer, in which the phenomenon of'
electron diffraction was f'irst observedl) used a beam of'electrons which was
f'ooussed onto a large crystal, and the scattered electrons were collected in

a Farad.a.ycup which could be rotated about one axis in the orystal surface.
The physical labour involved in elucidating a diff'raction pattern with this
system was considerable, and this prompted Germer and his co-workers2,3) to
investigate the possibility of some sort ot visual display system. The
system which they evolved was based on one developed earlier by Ehrenberg4).

The energy ot.the electrons one is trying to detect makes it difficult to
obtain a stable phosphor with a high enough quantum ef'ticiency to enable
direct conversion ot the low energy electrons to photons to give a useable
light output5). However, in LEED, one is generally interested only
in the pseudo-elastically scattered eleotrons, i.e. those which have either
been elastically scattered or have scattered ott phonons in the crystal
lattice, so some sort or energy tilter is required to remove those
eleotrons whicb have lost energy. The simplest way to tilter the eleotrons
is to use a system of' two or more fine meshes in tront of' the display
screen, at appropriate electrical potentials. It is then a simple enough
matter to apply a suitably large potential between the final mesh and the
screen to enable the electrons to gain enough energy to strike the screen
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with enoughvelooity for efficient conversion to take place. This was

the basis of the apparatus built by Soheibner.!! !!:l2), and i8 essential1,..

identical with most ot the tEED systems still in use. The operation ot

such a system will be desoribed in a later section.

Farnsworth and his multitudinous colleagues continued to use the FaradaJ

cup type of apparatus, however, and developed such systems to a high

degree of preoision over the period 1928 - 60, when little or no other

workwas being done in the field6).

A great revival of interest in the field of tEED took plaoe in the Sixties.

The main reason for this was not somegreat advance in the techniques of

electron diffraction, although the field of High Energy Eleotron Diffraction

(HEED)had indeed developed great1,.. in the interim, but l~ rather in the

revolution in vacuumtechnique which enabled vacua of the order ot

nanotorr CIO-9mmof mercury) to be routinely attainable. The early tEED

work bad been plagued with the problem of maintaining "olean" or, rather,

reproducible surfaces for any reasonable period of time, simply beoause

of the relatively poor vacua at the disposal. of the experimenters. The

advent of UllVCU1tra Bi8h Vacuum)seemed the answer to thil problem.

3.1.2 - The DisplaY Type LEEDApparatus

As wementioned earlier, in the disp1~ type tEED apparatus, after the

eleotrons have scattered trom the crystal, they pass through an eleotro-

statio energy analyser and are accelerated onto atluoresoent screen. The

most usual arrangement is as indicated in Figure 3.1-1, where the target

is at the centre of curvature of the oonoentrio spherioal grids and Icreen,



lI'rontGrid
Analyser Grid

Fluorescent Screen

Figure 3.1-1. Typical layout of a two grid LEED optics.
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and the screen is viend trom behind the speoimeni.e. through the grids.

5ystems employingtwo, three or tour grids are in commonuse.

The grid - screen system usually subtends an angle ot about 1120at the

speoimen, but 87Btemswith flat or cy-lindrical grids 7,8) have been

oonstructed, and theae can subtend muchlarger angles. The advantage

ot the spherical grid sy-stemia that the pattern ot diffraction spots an

the soreen is undistorted. Distortions are introduced whenthe screen

is viewed trom somedistance awa;y, and these are discussed in § 3.3.1.

In the most usual modeot operation or the two grid sy-stem,the tront grid,

the specimenand the tinal anode or the electron gun, which projeots

through the grids, are all maintained at earth potential, so that atter

soattering, the electrons movein an electrostatically field tree space.

The second grid is then operated as a repeller to pertorm the required

energy analysis or the eleotrons, and the soreen ia held a rew kilovolts

positive. In the three grid 81stem, first and second grids are usually

strapped together .. the anal;rser, and the first grid is 88'&inat earth

potential. These modesof operation will be dealt with more thoro\l8hly-

The displ~ system possesses numerousinherent disadvantages, especially

whenone requires quantitative measurements, and theae w11l be discussed

in detail in § 3.1.4.

3.1.3 - The Faraday CupTypeLEEDApparatus

In this type or apparatus, the retleoted electrons are colleoted in a
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mc:rreableFaradJq cup which subtends some small angle at the crystal, and
which can scan aome part or the aolid angle into which electrona can be

scattered by the specimen. Because ot the ditfioultr of applying the
necessary two independent motiona to the collector to enable it to oover
this area, it is usually found to be the case that the oollector moves
on a great oircle of a sphere oentred on the specimen, and the specimen
is rotated about a perpendicular axis to scan out the whole surface of
the sphere9).

The most oommon construction for the Fara.da¥ oup is three or more coaxial
cylinders, of which the innermost is the actual collector. and the others
form the energy analyser and potential guards. By the use of suitable
eleotronio techniques. good resolution of the elastio and inelastio
components of the scattered eleotrons oan be obtained.

10)A different type of Faraday cup colleotor has been developed by Seah •
In this system. the oolleotor is a small plate which moves behind a grid
system similar to that found in the conventional display system. This
has the ad:vanta8e that only one eleotrical oontact needs to be made to
the moving collector, rather than the three or more in a oonventional

. .
Fara~ cup, and ~ possibility of leakage currents is completely
eliminated.

3.1.4 - Critique and Future Trends

Up till the present time, the vast majority of work in tEED has been
performed in display type tEED apparatus. The main reason tor this is
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that is is inherently cheaper and simpler than the Fara.daycup system.

The supremeadvant888 ot the display system over the J'arad.q cup system

is that the d1ttraotion pattern is visible, so any gross changes ~

immediately discernible. This oan be yer,r useful whenstudying gas-solid

interactions which involve changes in the surtace symmetry,and it is in

this tield that LEEDhas been mainly used. Lately, however, there has

been muchinterest in the d1ttraction process i tselt •

For this sort of problem, one requires to look in detail at the intensities

of diffraction beams, and here' one runs into d1tficul ties with the d1spl~

apparatus. For the specularly retlected beam,which does not movewhen

the energy ot the incident electrons changes, it is a comparatively easy

matter to focus a spot photometer onto the diffraction spot on the

fluorescent screen and to monitor its intensity as a tunction ot energy,

but this is no easy task for any other spot. Further, if one wishes to

look at, sq, the ohanBein intensity of a diffraction beamwith angle ot

incidence at a given energy, things becomeextremely difficult, since even
oa change in angle of 1 can makea tremendousdifterenoe to the intensity-

energy spectrum.

There are also basic d1tficul ties inherent in the tluorescent screen -

photometric teohnique, whichwill be discussed in moredetail in § 3.3.

For intensity measurements,the Farad.aycup is inherently moreaccurate,

with its direct measurementot scattered eleotron flux, using well proven

electrical measurementteohniques, but it has the disadvant888 of requiring

a moveabledeteotor inside the vacuumsystem, and a non - visible pattern.



Figure 3.2-1. The Vaouum Generators LEED System. In this
photograph, the magnetio oompensation ooils and
the friotion wheel for driving the A4 potentiometer
are both olearly visible.
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The abvious development is a combination of the two techniques.
Several systems .ith this facilit,r have been constructed9•10), but
these are systems where the two parts have been in effect bolted together.
and each operates as a separate. independent system. However. ne.
systems are now being deTeloped. both in this department and in the
U.S.A.1l), ..here the Faradq cup .111 scan in front of the conventional
display optics. so that entire patterns can be monitored continuously.
and simultaneous. accurate intensity measurements can be performed. It
is to be expected that this type of system ..ill be of the most use in
the future.

3.2 - The Vacuum Generators LEED-1 System

3.2.1 - General Introduction

The LEED apparatus used in these studies is virtually a standard display
type LEED unit manufactured by Vacuum Generators. Ltd. One or two
minor modifications will be desoribed where appropriate. but description
of the standard items .il1 be brief. since full specifications are
readily available12) • The system. which is ,fabricated in a non-magnetic
stainless steel alloy. is shown in Figure 3.2-1.

3.2.2 - The Diffraction Chamber

The diffraction chamber is shown in Fig.3.2-2. The combined electron
gun and LEED optics assembly is mounted on an eight inch 'Cont1at' type
flange at the rear of the chamber. and a .!milar flange at the front



Figure 3.2-2. Close-up of the diffraction chamber. The hot stage
containing the specimen can be seen through the
viewing port, in front of the grids. The argon
ion gun is directly to the right of the specimen,
and the services well to the left.
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carries a 4!" Kodial viewing port. A. six inch tlange on the right hand

side ot the chamber carries the argon ion gun, while a similar port on the

lett leads to a small services well and a 4" water-cooled titanium

sublimation pump. The whole chamber sits on top of a 6" tube leading to

the main pumping station.

The specimen is carried on a VacuumGenerators Type U.U.D. 1 specimen

manipulator, m01.m.tedon top ot the chamber. This enables the speoimen to

be movedvertically through about 3" ,horizontally through about: 1 cm.
o .

laterally and fore-and-aft, and til ted throuah about • 5 trom the vertical

in any direotion about the centre of curvature ot the soreen. Rotation

through 3600 about the vertioal axis is normally possible, but this is

restrioted to about : 1100 when the speoial hot stage used in these studies

is in position.

Pressures in the chamber are measured with a Mullard Type lOG12 138¥ard-

Alpert ionisation gause head, calibrated tor nitrogen. All pressures

quoted in this thesis are theretore equivalent nitrogen pressures.

A VacuumGenerators Type ~A 1 mass speotrome1ier head is titted to the

main chamber, so that residual gas analyses may be carried out, downto

-8total residual gas pressures of about 10 T.

3.2.3 - The Electron Optics

Ca) TwoGrid tEED Optics

Twogrid optics are usually used in systems where only LEEDwork is

done, but those equipped tor Auger Electron AnalySis13) have the three
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grid optics system which is described below, or ~ even have a fourth

grid added. The essential electrical features or both types ot optics

are shown in Figure 3.2-3, and the geometrical layout was shown in

Figure 3.1.1. A photograph or the two grid optics is shown in Flgure
3.2-4.

In Figure ).2-3, Gl and the specimen T are held at earth potential, so

in the intervening space the electrons scattered trom T move in straight

lines, provided that there are no ~etic fields present. Uost ot

the electrons penetrate Gl, since these grids have very high transparencies.

Ideally, these electrons would then see a potential gradient downto

the potential -V, where V Is the acoelerating potential or the inoident

beam ot electrons. This would then repel all but the elastic component

of the scattered flux, whioh would just penetrate through G2 to see the

high aocelerating potential which shoots them onto the screen. However,

the screen and G2 are separated only by about 2rnmand the massive potential

gradient between them (-20W em-I) penetrates the very open mesh or the

grid, causing the equipotential surrace to bulge out between the wires

or the grid, thus reducing the already poor energy resolution or the

filter system. To partially oancel out thi~ rield penetration, G2 is

run at a potential -(V+£) where £. is a small potential determined by trial

and error, selected so that a small inorease in £. causes all the scattered

electrons to be repelled. It is generally found that £ is of the order

or 5V.

(b) Three Grid tEED Optics

As mentioned above, three grid optics are usually round in systems

equipped tor Auger Electron Analysis. They have, however. some advantage.



Figure 3.2-4. The two grid LEED optics.
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when used tor LEED, but the extra grid reduces the transparencY' ot the
system tor both eleotrons and photons. The main advantage is that the
energy resolution ot the system is increased, since tield penetration
trom the screen to the analyser (centre) grid can be drastically reduced
either by stra.pping the third (inner) grid to the tront grid (earth) or
to the second grid. In these oases, the analysing potential is held
just slightly positive ot -V.

In this work, both types ot optics were used at various times.

3.2.4 - The Eleotron Guns

The electron guns used in the two and three grid optics vary slightly
in the details ot their meohanical construction, but are similar in

electrical operation. The main electrical details are as sketched in
Figure 3.2.5. The tinal electrode A4 takes the torm ot a dritt tube
which penetrates the optics, and is held at earth potential. To obtain
the necessary accelerating potentials, the centre point ot the heated
til&~ent is sunk negative with respect to earth. The gun potentials
are derived trom a common lkV supply bymeans'ot potential dividers.
The bottom end ot this supply is connected to the centre of the filament,
and the supply floats about an earth defined by the slider of the
potentiometer A4, cormected across the supply as shown in the PiglU"e.

This potentiometer thus controls the energy ot the incident eleotron
beam. The filament supply is a fully floating d.c. supply, and the
variable 5kV screen supply and the optios grid supplies are tied to the
bottom end ot the lkV power supply.
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During operation ot the system, problems ot ripple on the filament

supply and an the accelerating potential were experienced. These were

eliminated by putting extra R-C smoothing in the filament supply, and

connecting the OOl!lllonline to earth through a large (8rJ') capacitor.

The beamtocussing in the g'Im.1a entirely electrostatio in nature, obviating

magnetic tield problems. The output ot the gun is approximately ItA, and

is reasonably tlat over the energy range 15 - lOOOeV.a typical output

characteristio being shownin Figure 3.2.6. Best tocus conditions

produce a spot ot about lmm in diameter above about l5eV. but the focussing

conditions Tary OTer the total energy range. The whole range ~ be

reasonably cOTeredin three steps. l5-8OeV, 5O-l50evand l50-1000eVwith

relatiTSly conltant focussing in each range. This is illustrated in

Figure 3.2-7, where it is assumedthat the size of the dUtraction spot

il beamlimited.

3.2.5 - The PumpingStation

The pumpingstation comprises two separate cOmPlementar,rpumpingsystems,

Tiz.. a trapped mercury'dittusion pumpingline for roU8hing the system

and serving the gas handling line. and an ionisation pump/sublimation

pumpsystem integral with the dUtraction chamberto produce and maintain

a clean UBVenvironment. (See Figure 3.2-8).

Initial roughing is &chieTedwith ~o MSS100 liquid nitrogen cooled

zeolite sorption pumps. Atter a 15 minute prechill, one ot these is

used to 'sweep' the system downto a. tew mmot meroury, whioh it does in
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( a) (b)

(0)

Figure 3.2-7. LEED patterns from oopper (100) at energies of
(a) 30eV (b) SOeV and (0) 120eV to illustrate the
relative beam sizes under "best foous" oonditions
over a range of energies. In each case, it is
assumed that the size of the diffraction spots is
beam limited, i.e. no diffraction broadening is
ocurring. The 30eV pattern is at an angle of

oincidence of 10 , the others are at normal incidence.
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a tew minute.. Thi. pump i8 then valved ott, and the other pumpopened

up. This will usually take the system down to about 10-lr. in

approximately 20-30 minutes. The system is then pumped out by the

liquid nitrogen trapped Edwards EM2-Amercury vapour dU'tusion pump,

which is backed by a further }J)S 100 sorption pump. In a tew hours,

this will take the system down to about 10-7T•

The entire diffraction chamber plus ion pumpwell is then baked tor about
oeight hours at 300-350 c. into the d1tfusion pump, allowed to cool and

the mercury pump is valved oft. During this bakeout, the tilaments ot

the titanium sublimation pumpare thoroughly outgassed. The Ferranti

140 ls-l titanium sputter ion pump is then switched on, and the diffraction

chamber is baked into this tor a further 24 hours. When the system has

cooled, the pressure is usually about 10-9T• The 4" water oooled

titanium sublimation pump is then tired for periods ot two minutes at

intervals ot a tew hours over the next twenty four hours, and all heated

filaments inside the system are thoroU8hly outgassed. This procedure
va.,......."" -10

usually results in an ultimate~1n the low 10 T. range.

Care was always taken to ensure that the tub~ation behind any valve

being baked (espeoia1ly the :M6 leak valve to the gas handling line) was

always evacuated before bakeout, to prevent oxidation of the valve seats.

3.2.6 - The Gas Handling System

The gas handling system comprises a small chamber titted with an ionisation

gauge head and bakeable Pirani gauge head, with an inlet manifold ot three

separately valved ports, usually occupied by a silver oxygen diffusion tube,
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a palladium hydrogen diffusion tube and an argon gas bottle repectively.

The chamber is cormected to the main system via the M6 bakeable leak: valve,

and may be separately pumpedwith the mercuq d1ffusion pump. It 1s

capable ot being baked into the mercury pump, and normally has an ultimate Vac<J.Ak ....

of lO-7T•

3.2.7 - Magnetic Field Compensation

One of the major problems in LEEDis that very small magnetic fields can

cause large deflections of the slow electrons, so that, as the electron

energy is varied, the incident beam scans a region ot· the crystal surface,

with changing angle of incidence, etc.

In muchearly LEEDwork, the IDa8!letiof1elds inside the chamber were

cancelled out by hanging small bar ~ets at strategic points around the

chamber, but this is too crude to prevent small beammovementswhich are

undesirable tor accurate work.

The most satistaotor,y w~ ot reducing the tield inside the diffraction chamber

1s to screen out the earth"s ti.ld and any straY- magnetic fi.lds with double-

walled magnetic screening of a material such as J.fumetalor Conetic AAin

the manner described b,y Seah5). This however involves the use ot specially

selected non-magnetio materials for everything inside the screening including,

for instance, glass-to-metal seals, which are most cOlDDonlymade from Kovar,

which is JIl88Xletio. This was obviously impraoticable on an existing system,

so a set ot square, Helmholtz-type ooils was constructed to cancel out the

magnetic tields inside the Chamber.
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Two sets of large square cOils14) were constructed, one with the field
aligned in a horizontal plane perpendicular to the gun axis, and the
other in the vertical plane. Each set of coils consisted of a number
ot separate coils of varying numbers of turns in parallel, which could
be sw itch ad in and out to vary the degree of compensation.

The coils were made large (66cm. and 84cm. square respectively) both to
allow easy access to the working space inside and to give a reasonably
large region of fairly homogeneous magnetic tield near the centre, where
the gun was situated. The coils, which were removable for bakeout,
were wound trom 24swg double cotton covered copper wire on an aluminium
'Handy Angle' former, and they can be seen in the photograph in Figure
3.2-1. The coils were powered by a Westinghouse :Brake and Signal Co.,
Ltd., Westat Type WS 320 constant potential 12V power supply, rated at 26.6A.

It was decided that a sufficient criterion for compensation would be that
no motion of the specular beam would occur at low energies of the incident
beam, tor high angles of incidence, when the incident energy was varied.
In practice, if there were any insulators present in the chamber, these
tended to charge up at low energies ot the in~ident beam - tertia.ry
emission from the grids is thought to be the source of this charge - and
some deflection of the incident beam would occur. Nevertheless, using
this system, the specular beam has been monitored tor energies as low as
6eV - in the field free mode of operation as described in § 3.2.3 - although
at this energy the beam was greatly defocussed.

Using only the two sets of coils, of course, still leaves the possibilit,y
of there being a magnetic field along the axis of the electron gun.
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This ..ould result in rotation of the diftraction pattern as the beam
energy is varied. Although this was looked tor, it was never seen, so
that it was assumed that, perhaps fortuitously, no compensation ..as
required in this direction.

3.3 - Measurements in Display Type tEED System

3.3.1 - Measurements of Pattern Geomet;r

Although in § 3.1.2 it was stated that using a spherical grid-screen
system of optics gives an undistorted pattern ot diffraction spots on the
screen, this is only strictly true provided that the intersection ot the
incident beam and the surtace of the specimen is at the centre of curvature
ot the screen, that all magnetic tields are cancelled out, and that all
electrostatic tie Ids are strictly radial. In practise, these conditions
are usually obeyed aocurately enough tor any ettects to be ignored,
although some attention must be given to the position ot the specimen
with regard to the available tore-and-art translation.

Nevertheless, even it these conditions are acc~ately obeyed, the screen
is viewed trom a distance which Is large compared to the radius ot

curvature, and so the pattern appears distorted. Additionally,
diffraction angles are usually calculated trom photographs ot patterns,
where the projeotion ot the spherical surface onto a plane introduces
turther distortions. The computation ot diffraction angles tram
photographs may be carried out using a procedure similar to that described
by Taylor15) , which is described in Appendix Al.
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Alternatively, the screen may be 'oalibrated' by taking a sequence of
photographs at a given diftraction pattern at various angles of inoidence,
and plotting the position of the speoular spot. This is the more
satistactory method if there is any doubt of the specimen not being at
the centre of curvature of the screen, since it eliminates lengthy
calculations.

3.3.2 - Intensity Measurements

As mentioned earlier, spot photometrio measurements of anything but
intensi ty-energy spectra of the specular beam are extremely dll'ficult to
make. Measurements on the other spots are difficult because of their
motion with changing energy, necessitating movement of the photometer .
head to tallow them, which is not easy, since one is peering at a dim
soreen through a tiny eyepiece and only a small fraction at the light
incident on the photometer optios is passed to the eyepieoe. The
photomultiplier tube only accepts light from a small solid angle, the
periphery of which is delineated by a dark cirole in the oentre of the
field of view ot the telesoope. Thus if one has a "good" LEED pattern,

.
i.e. one oonsisting of bright spots on a dark background, it is often
impossible to see the sighting ring against the background.

Nevertheless, the spot photometer is the only oonvenient w~ of
measuring intensities in a display type LEED system.
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3.3.3. - The Spot Photometer

The spot photometer used was a HollywoodPhoto Research Corporation

Type 8]31, with an acceptanoe angle ot iO• Whenin use it was mounted

on a standard heavy photographio tripod, with tull raise, pan and til"

tacilities. To supplement these, a horizontal traverse w1th a screw

controlled drive was titted. In place ot one ot the standard range of

tnters incorporated in the photometer head, an Iltord Type 408 Narrow

Cut Tricolour Green gelatin tilter was fitted. Figure 3.3-1 showsthe

quoted spectral response of' the photomultiplier tube (RCAType 931A,
64 characteristic), the transmission properties of' the filter, and the

speotral output ot the light trom the f'luorescent screen of' the tEED set.

This latter was measuredusing a simple prism spectrometer. The overall

response ot the system to red l1ght is thus seen to be rather low, and

this enabled work to be oarried out under a relatively bright red light.

The angular resolution ot the spot photometer was also measuredby

traversing the photometer across three narrow, equally spaced illuminated

slits at various distances trom the head. The results ot such traverses

. are shownin Figure 3.3-2. These give an angular resolution ot

16.5 z 1.5 minutes ot arc, which is comparable to the angular w1dth ot

LEEDbeams. This madeit impossible to measure~-space protiles ot tEED
beamswith this photometer.

It was tound that whenworkingwith the low level light intensities

available in this work, the overall noise level in the photometer was too

high to be tolerated. A laree amountot ripple at 50Hz(about l~) was

tound on the H.T. line to the photomultiplier tube ~ode chain, ana bY'

incorporating extra R-Csmoothing, this was cut to about l~. EV'enthis



(a) (b)
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Figure 3.3-2. Determination ot the angular resolution of the spot
photometer. The photometer was traversed across three
unequally illuminated slits each of width 5mm and separated
by 5mm at distances ot (a) 39inches (b) 40inches and
(0) 4linches. The 5mm gap between the slits was just
resolved at 40", so this gives a measure of the angular
resolution of the instrument.



amount ot ripple oaused undue levels or nolse, so the photomultiplier
power supply was replaced by an !ERE Type 1359A variable H.T. Power Supply,
manutactured by General Radiological, Ltd., or London.

The internal amplitier in the photometer head was also disconnected
because it was too noisy, and the output or the photomultiplier tube fed
directly to the input head of a Keithley Model 411 rast picoammeter by
a short piece of low noise coaxial cable.

These procedures reduced the overall noise levels to more manageable
proportions, and what was left could generally be removed by using the
variable response time racility on the Keithley. Calculations in tact
showed the residual noise levels to be not greatly in excess of the shot
noise level or the photomultiplier tube. Further reduction ot the noise
level might be effected by oooling the photomultiplier tube, but this
was not deemed practicable, nor really necessary.

A possible way ot improving the sensitivity ot the system by reducing
the noise levels might be to apply a series ot blanking pulses to the
suppressor grid at a moderate frequency, an,d to detect the photomultiplier
signal with a phase sensitive detector16). Phase sensitive detection is
a standard teclmique in Auger electron analysis spectroscopy, and might
prove worthwhile in this case, but could not be attempted in this system.

3.3.4 - The Inherent Problem or spot Photomet;Y

There are many problems inherent in the spot photometrio technique for
measuring tEED beam intensities. That ot noise has been discussed in
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the previoul .eotion, and 10Dle ot the physioal diffioult!e. ot using the

in.trw.nt were discussed earli~r. Other problems ot an equally

fundamental natw:e remain.

The e••entials ot the LEEDsystem are sketched in block dia&ramtorm in

Figure 3.3-3. The portion ot the process within dotted lines is that

part peouliar to the displq type apparatus. The last two operations

in this part - i.e. those within the photomultiplier tube - are efticient

an!!reasonably well behaved. The other two operations are thOle open

to fundamental objection ••

It i. extremely dUtioul t to produce a stable phosphor ot large area with

uniform properties, and 10 one cannot be absolutely certain that variations

in the intensity ot a diffraction spot as it movesacrola the loreen are

not in .omepart due to variation. in the quantumeffioienoy ot the

conversion prooess.

Onealso has to assumelinearity in the response ot the phosphor. It

1a unlikelY'., however, that the range ot intensities with whichwe are

dea11.ngin LEEDwill either oause saturation.at one end ot the scale, or

produce enoush light to be visible whenthe reaponse taU. ott at the

bottom end ot the Icale.

Wetherefore ienore etfeots due to these processea, except, ot course, in

the oaae ot gra•• detect. in the phosphorwhich are visible tc the naked eye.

In the LEED optics, we have a spherioal grid situated about 2mm from a

spherical screen with a large electrio tield between them. This
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potential gradient is aurticient to cause tield emission trom any 'spiky'

detects in the meshof the grid, and these can give rise to quite bright

spots of light on the tluorescent screen. These must, it at all possible,

be avoided whenmaking measurementsof low light inteneities.

The grids cause problems in themsel",es. Although they are about 80-90%

transparent at normal inoidence, at oblique ",iewingangles, this transparency

falls oft. Thie can be minimised by keeping the optical axis ot the spot

photometer as nearl)" normal to the grids as possible, but this Is not

always possible, especiall)" whenusing a reasonabl)" long tocus spot

photometer at high d1ttraction angles. Further, cmeotten sees Motre

tr1ngesl7) due to optical interference between the grids, and these can

gi",e riae to spurious ettects.

3.3.5 - The Recording ot Results

Diffraction patterns were photographed direct17 onto 35 mmfilm with a

cameraheld directlY' in tront ot the d1ttraction chamberviewing port.

With Ilford HPXfilm stock, exposures ot 12 seconds at t/4 were generallY'

tound to be adequate.

The intensitY'-energy spectra were recorded continuouslY'on an X-Yrecorder,

usually a :BryansSeries 26000 .13 Metric, by plotting the output ot the

Keithley electrometer on one axis and the accelerating potential on the

other.

Energy changes of the incident beamwere ettected by dri",ing a ten-tum

potentiometer directly with a friction wheel attached to a synchronous
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(b) Total scan time - 14.5secs.

Pigure 3.3-4. The effect ot decreasing the scan time across a given
intensity-energy spectrum is to oause hysteresis
between scans taken with increasing energy (upper
trace and energy scale in each panel) and thoBe taken
with decreasing energy (lower trace and 8ca1e)
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motor titted with a 1&750 reduction gear box. This gave a scanning

speed ot the order ot leV s-l, suitable tor the rather low overall

response speed of the By'stem. The use ot a taster energy soan results

in marked~steresiB between scans taken with increasing and decreasing

energies (See Figure 3.3-4). The response time ot the system is limited

by the time constant ot the smoothing capacitor used to reduce the ripple

in the LEEDoptios, connected between the negative end of the !4

potentiometer and ground (S 3.2.4), and to a certain extent by the

variable response time setting on the Keithley.

3.4 - Initial SpecimenPreparation and Cleaning

.3.4.1 - Single Crystal Specimens

Single orystal copper rods 12mmin diameter and ot nominal 99.999% purity

were purchased fromMetals Research, Ltd., ot Cambridge.

Short lengths of this rod were sawntrom the bar using an acid string aaw
IB)ot the type described by Simmona ,al though Terylene thread was used

rather than stainless steel wire. The cutting solution used was nine

parts of concentrated nitric aoid to one partot water. With this

arrangement, however, it was not possible to produce a smooth, accurate

surtace. The speoimenswere mountedon a special goniometer rig which

was interchangeable between a Philips X-rq Laue camera, a Metals Research

Corporation Servomet spark machiner, the string saw and an acid polishing

wheel.

The specimenswere oriented to within lOot the desired orientation by
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X-ray Laue back dU'tra.ction, and polished to this orientation on an acid

wheel using the technique described by SinIIlonsl8), the polishing solution

being conoentrated Ivdrochloric acid saturated with cuprous chloride.

Cuprous ionsWert regenerated in the solution by •topping up' periodioally-

with twenty-volume~drogen peroxide. Atter pol~sh1ngwas oompleted,

the orystal was washed in conoentrated RCl and distilled water.

After the acid wheel polish w:ascompleted, the crientation was ohecked

in the Laue camera, and any' small oorreotions made - again to within lO•

A slioe about lmm thiok was then machinedott on the spark machiner,

using a low outting speed to minimise the depth ot penetration ot" d.ama8e

trom the (back) surtaoe ot the specimen. That no significant dama8'e

. was introduced into the orystal. during these prooesses was interred trom

the absence or any major reorystallisation induced by the later annealing

oyoles.

The slice was then fiDd onto a Tutnol or Teflon rod with Duror1x, and

the sur.tace polished bY'hand on a flat ,bed polisher of the type described

by Mitchell.!! .!:!19), using the samepolishing solution as on the acid

wheel. The surface was caretully monitore4 by optical mioroscoPTuntil

the best surface was obtained.

Further smoothingot the surface was achieved bY'polishing in a bath or

warm(6000) solution ot 20%oonoentrated nitrio acid (S.G. 1.82).

55% orthophosphoric acid (S.G. 1.75) and 25%glacial acetic acid20).

Again this polish was administered in small 'doses' and the surface

monitored by optical microsooW.
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The final surface was obtained by electropolishing on a Sbandon6500

electropolisber, using as electrolyte 40% orthophosphorio acid (S.G. 1.75),

40% Industrial Methylated Spirits and 20%water. :Best polishing

conditions were found by' trial and error, once moreusing optical

microscopy as a monitor. This treatment resulted in a surface which,

while not completely flat, having a alight 'orange peel' finish, was

reasonably smoothand only lightly pitted. Annealing in the lJllV

environment ot the LEEDBy'ste~removedIlIBllY' of these irregularities.

Immediately after each stage, the specimenwaswashed in distilled water,

and just prior to insertion into the specimenholder ot the LEEDset was

washed in distilled water, acetone and alcohol, and dried in a hot air

blast.

Figure 3.4-1 showsvarious stages ot surface polish.

3.4.2 - Foil Specimens

In part of the work described in this thesis, faceted specimens of copper

foil were used. These were prepared by annealing pieces of Analar

quality (99.9% pure) copper toil in an oil diffusion pumpedsilica tube

vacuumfumace. -6Pressures of the order of 10 T. were used, and the

foil was enclosed in a Purox (recr.ystal1ised alumina) boat with a copper

foil lid.

Widelyvarying anneal times and temperatures were used to produce varying

degrees ot taceting end sizes ot facet, but a typical anneal schedule

misht be one day' at 1000oe., followed by two dqa at 800oe. and then
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Figure 3.4-1. States of polish of the specimen surface at various
stages of the polishing treatment.

(a) After flat-bed polish (b) After chemical polish
(c) After 20 min. eleotro- (d) Interferogram of

polish stage (0)

(e) After further 35 min. (f) Interferogram of
eleotropolish - final final surface
surfaoe
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quenohedto room temperature. l'uller details regarding the formation

ot simple linear facets mq be tound in the literature21,22).

No oleaning techniques - other than bakeout - were used in the LEED

~stem tor these toll speoimens.

3.5 - In Situ Operations on the Speoimens

3.5.1 - SpeoimenHeating

In this study', it was felt to be desirable to heat the speoimensby some
I

meanswhich would allow observation of the tEED pattems during the heating

0701es. This ruled out e1eotron bombardmentheating and infra-red heating

through the viewing port. A small radiative heating oven was therefore

oonstruoted. Details IIIIq be seen in Figures 3.5-1 and 2. The nature

of the heater winding, however, meant that whenourrent was flowing through

the heater, a residual magnetio field aligned along the axis of the

eleotron gun was present. This caused somedistortion of the pattern,

but this was not too important tor visual monitoring purposes.

A oy1indrioal Purox oruoible was used as the body ot the oven, and a

narrow slot was cut as near the open end of the oruoib1e as possible, to

take the specimen. The slot was madedeep enough for the specimen to

till the opening at the tront completely. The specimenwas held in

position b7 small pieoes ot Analar copper foil wedgedbehind it. Into

one of these pieces of copper toil was spot welded a ohromel-alumel

(Tl-T2) thermocouple. (See Figure 3.5-2).



Figure 3.5-1. The special hot stage used in these studies.

Details of the conducting coating of electro-

deposited copper which can be clearly seen at

the front of the oven are given in Figure 3.5-2.
Also visible is the thermocouple spot-welded

into a piece of copper foil wedged behind the

specimen. The flat disc above the specimen is

a soot-covered piece of Ferry sheet, used as 8

simple Faraday cup for measurement of the incident

beam intensity.
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The heater coil was wound from 200 micron (35swg) ttmgsten wire, and was

placed in the crucible behind the specimen. Current leads of Ferry tape

were spot welded to the ends ot the coil and these were joined to heavy

copper wire leads inside Purox insulator tubes, strapped to the specimen

manipulator rod, as mq be seen in the photograph (Figure 3.5-1).

It no precautions are taken, the Purox will of oourse charge up under

. the influenoe ot the direct electron beam, or one of the tertiary electrons

produced at the tirst grid of the electron optics by the backscattered

pr1mar.r or seoondary electrons.

The first method used to overcome this charging was to coat the whole

crucible with a thin film of tin oxide. This was performed in the manner

described by Seab5) atter Gomer23), giving a film of resistivity a few'

ohmSper square, which was high enough to avoid short circuiting the

heater winding, but low enough to eliminate the charging problem very

successfully. However, it was found that at quite modest temperatures,

the tin became mobile and diffused across the surface of the copper,

forming a surface alloy which gave rise to very complioated diffraction

pattems. Further, after many argon ion bombard..':1entsthe coe.ting lost

its continuity and fUrther chargtng occurred.

Primarily to obviate the problem of foreign atom diffusion contamination,

it was decided to cover the Purox with a l8\Y"8rof copper. Firstly,

several layers ot Liquid Bright Platinum (Johnson Matthey Chemicals, Ltd.)

were bumed into the surtace of the Purox with a high temperature oxygen-

natural gas flama, to give a mechanioally bound, electrically continuous

oonducting layer over the front of the oven (see Figure 3.5-2 for details).
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Figure 3.5-2. The special hot stage used in these studies. The
conduotive coating of oopper over the front of the
Purox orucible is to prevent the oharging up of the
Purox by the electron beam.
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A thin copper wire was bound tightly over the coated part of the tube and

covered with Liquid Bright Platinum which was reduced to metallic platinum

in a lOW'temperature flame. Using this w!re as a contact, a thickish

l~r of copper was then slo,,17 e1eetrodeposited onto the platinum in a

copper-copper sulphate electrolytic cell, all materials being of Analar

grade.

The oven was then annealed in a silica tube vacuum furnace at 850°0. and

10-5T. for two hours. A further e1eotrodeposit of copper was plated on

top of the first layer, and the oven annealed tmder the same conditions as

above for a further fifteen hours.

This resulted in a very lOW'resistance, electrically continuous film of

copper, very well keyed into the Purox, although some 'balling up' of the

copper fila ocourred during the anneals. A little copper had been vapour

depos! ted onto the uncoated Purox during the anneals, but this did not

form an electrically oontinuous film. This oven has performed very

successfully in tJHV' throughout ma.rl7 annealing and argon bombardmentcycles,

with no recurrence of charging, and no outgassing problems.

In the LEEDset, the oopper film oould be earthed either through the

embeddedcopper w!re, or through the specimen thermooouple - the specimen

made good contact with the film simply by meohanical pressure.

With this oven, temperatures approaching 1000°0. are read117 attainable.
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3.5.2 - Argon Ion Bombardment

In .!!:S cleaning ot the specimenswere performed using alternate argon

ion bombardmentand annealing 070les 24).

The beamot argon icmais produced in a gun ot conTeiltional de8isn. The

origfnal sun as supplied by VacuumGenerators was mountedon a small

eight-wq teed through, whiah neoessitated the leads being fairly olose

together. Whenthe tilament got hot, it tended to sag and would ahort

out to one ot the grids. By oonstruoting a gun ot similar design on a

Ferranti eight-w~ teed through, where all the pins are led through

separate insulators, all the leads oould be further apart, and this

obviated the problem. This gun has performed satistactorily throughout

!D8llY' cycles.

In use the gun is run in an atmosphere ot IO-4.r. of argon, and gives a

beamcurrent of approximat8lyO.Sr. at 500eV,with a beamdiameter at
. 2

the specimen such that the area bombardedis about 10m•

With thia partioular TaOUUDl system, it was not possible to isolate the

ion pumpfrom the diffraction ohamber, so during argon ion bombardment,

the pump had to be awitched ott. This leads to a certain amountot

regurgi tat ion ot CO,CH4,eto. A.typical mass spectrum ot suoh

regurgitation i8 shownin Figure 3.5-3. The procedure for admitting

argon gas to the II&1n systemwas theretore as follows. The gas handling

system, whioh bad previously been baked and only exposed to an argon

atmosphere since the bakeout, was evacuated to lO-7T• with the mercury

diffusion pump. A.rgongas (British OJq'genCompanyArgon Gas, Grade X)

ot high purity was bled into the gas handling line to a pressure of IO-2.r.
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Figure 3.5-3. Typical mass speotrum of the residual gas in the
vaouum system resulting from the regurgitation of
gases by the ion pump when it is switched off.
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trom a one litre glass bottle. The bleed rate was controlled by'

caretully cracking open the eR 38 valve between the bottle and the gas

line (see Figure 3.2-8). This valve was then closed, and this till ot

arson pumped -a-a-. Argon was then readm.1tted to the gas handling line

to the same pressure as above. In this "8\1 any small quanti ties of

gaseous impurities released by the admission of the first till ot argon

gas would be swept _Iq. The aublima.tion pump in the main chamber WaB

fired for two minutes, and the )IS leak valve cracked open. As soon as

argon gas began to bleed into the main system, the ion pump - whose

pumping line bad been throttled by' the plate valve - WaB switched off.

The argon was then allowed to bleed into the main chamber fairly quickly,

until the pressure reached lO-4r. The argon ion gun, "hioh had previously

been well outgassed in URi, was switohed on end the crystal turned to face

the aperture or the gun.

When the bombardment had finished, the argon was quickly evacuated from

the chamber with the dUtusion pump, the sublimation pumpwss fired again

and the ion pump switched on. Using this procedure, pressures 01.' a tew

times 10-10T. could be consistently attained a few minutes after the end

ot the bombardment.

3.5.3 - Cleaning Procedures

Single crystal slices ot copper, oriented to all three low index faces

were subjected to the same cleaning procedure. Typically, this would

oinvolve annealing the speoimen at 400 o. for about 24 hours, argon ion

bombardment for 5 hours, annealing at 60000. for 12 hours, repeating

these two stages and then oycling argon ion bombardments of halt an hour
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oand anneals at 600 C. for half an hour until, firstly, only "clean"

diffraotion spots were visible, and seoondly, until the low energy

(i.e. 20-l00eV) intensity-energy spectrumwas unohangedby a further

cycle. This portion of the spectrumwas apparently the part most

susceptible to change by oontamination in the ranges of energy available.

The specimenwas then flashed to 8500C., cooled, and the whole prooedure

repeated, if necessary, until a stable intensity-energy spectrum resulted.

This is closely similar to the technique ot Andersson25)for oleaning

copper. He also made use of Energy-Analysis ot the soattered electrons

as a monitor of oleanliness, but such facilities were not available to

us for the greater portion of this work. . Wetherefore assume the rather

less satisfactory criterion of stability of the intensit,y-energy spectrum

as being an adequate one for cleanliness.
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LEED AND SURFACE PERFEm'ION

4.1 - Introiuotion

Thework reported in this Chapter was performed as a preliminary exercise

to the main oorpus ot work reported in this thesis. It comprises a brief

study of someof the conditions required for produotion ot a "good" LEED

pattem, 1.e. a pattern ot she.rp, intense diffraction spots superimposed

on a low background intensity at room temperatures.

The pri.maryobjeot ot the experimental work (6 4.5) Is an attempt to detine

the area ot crystal surtace required to produoe a "good" pattem. This

work has been brietly reported in the literaturel,2).

4.2 - The Concept of Coherence

The ooncept of ooherence is applicable to ~ physical wavetorm, but for

simplicity wewill discuss the concept tor the special case of

electromagnetic waves and then showhowthis may be carried over to the

case of matter waves.

Whenany twowaveformsinterfere, the parameter which determines the

nature of the interference is the phase difference between the twowaveforms.

In most experimental cases of interference phenomena,the twowavetormsare

derived from the samephysical source, and therefore the phase difference
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is determined by the optical path difference between the two interfering

wavetorms (i.e. tha ditterence in distance between source and deteotor tor

each wavetorm). Experimentally, however, it is tound that there is a

tinite limit to the optical path ditterence which can be used in practice.

This limit is known as the coherencelength ot the wavetorm, and ma::r be

simp1yunderstood as detailed below tor the case ot an electromagnetic

wave. Electromagnetic waves are spontaneously emitted whenan excited

system de-excites. In general, the energy levals ot the system trom which,

and to which, 1t decays have a tinite width, i.e. spread ot energies.

Thus the em!tted wavew111have an energy which 1s uncertain by the amount

t:.E, where ~E 1s the sumct the widths ot the energy levels ot the

excited and de-excited states. This is a fundamental uncertainty, and

ignores line broadening introduced by the physical state ct the system,

such as pressure broadening and Doppler broadening. Corresponding to the

energy uncertainty, there is the associated momentumuncertainty, ~p.

The coherence length 6.x is then detined as the assooiated uncertainty in

position derived tram the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle

(4.2 - 1)

where D.p is the uncertainty in momentumot the x-componentotx

the wave.

In addition to the coherence length determined by the energy uncertainty,

there can be detined a coherence width 61' due to the uncertainty in the

momentumot the wave transverse to the direction ot propogation of the wave

oaused by the angular spread ot the beam- any wavetormin the torm ot a

beamemitted by a finite aperture has an inherent angular spread - even
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tor perfectly monochromaticradiation. Again,

(4.2 - 2)

Of course, in tJrJ.Y real situation, the 6p in each case (longitudinal or

transverse) will contain an element ot the uncertainty in the other

component, so that, tor a real beam, the total momentumspread along the

&Xi. ot propogation will be determined by the total spread in components

of momentumalong that ws, and similarly tor the momentumperpendicular

to that axis.

The coherence length 6.x and the coherence width 6y are usually distinguished

by being referred to as temporal (or time) coherence and spatial coherence

reapectively.

(Note that cylindrical symmetryabout the direction ot the axis ot

propogation has been assumed, so that there is only one coherence width.

It this were not the case, e.g. it we had an asymmetrical source such as

a reotangle, there would be difterent ooherence widths in ditferent

direotions transverse to the uis).

In essence, the coherence length determines th8 length of the wave train

ot the emitted radiation (i.e. the "length" ot the photon) and the

coherence width determines its divergence (i.e. the "breadth" ot the

photon, or the area ot its wavetront at any point).

'llhenwe cometo consider particulate interference, it is convenient to

consider the particles as wavepackets whose"length" is determined by the

time coherence length associated with the u~certa1nty in energy of each

particle, and whose "width" is determined by the spatial coherence width
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associated with the uncertainty in the direction of propogation of the
particles.

In particular, we consider the interaction ot a beam of particles with a
lattice of scatterers in suCh a way as to produce a diffraction pattern.
Firstly it is important to observe that it is not the interference of
one particle with another a.f'tereach has been scattered bY' the lattice
that produces the d1f'fraction pattern, but that the interaction of each
particle individually with the lattice produces its own diffraction pattern.
The observed pattern is the summation of all these individual patterns.
In other words, the diffraction is not a steady state process, but a
summation over transient processes.

Secondly, subject to the qualifications introduced by the "mixing" of
uncertainties mentioned above, for a beam or particles at normal incidence
on a planar array of soatterers, the time coherence places no limitation
on the diffraction process" provided that

6.% > l1y c.o. e
where e is the angle between incident and diffracted beams, but

the spatial coherence delimits the area of the array, i.e. the total number
ot scatterers, which contributes to the d1ttraction process.

This is true for a three-dimensional array of scatterers and for any angle
of incidence, provided that

(i) the penetration depth of the particles is less than the
coherence length of the wavepacket

(ii) the coherence length is greater than the erfective coherence
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width i.e. it e is the angle ot inoidenoe, then

6.x ') 6. Y oos e

These two conditions are not alwayB satistied simultaneously in LEED.

4.3 - Coherenoe in tEED

The coherence length and width or an eleotron wave packet are defined by

equations A2-l and 12-2 (Appendix 2).

The spread in energy or the inoident electron beam in a LEEDoamera is the

-, summationot the thermal spread in energies ot the electrons emitted by the

heated cathode rilament ot the electron gun and ot the ripples on the

potentials ot the anodes ot the gun. The latter ~ be reduoed to a rew

millivol ts by oareful electronio technique, but the tormer is a tunction

simply ot the temperature ot the tilament3), at least tor simple electron

guns ot the t,ype used in conventional tEED systems. Seah4) measured the

energ:r distribution ot the electrons emitted trom his B'lll1 as having a

beamwidth(FWHM)ot O.6eV.

The diameter ot the eleotron source and the angular spread or the eleotron

beamare rather more d.1ttioult quantities to estimate. Lander5), however,

estimates the beamspread to be or the order ot 10-3rad•

Inserting these values into equations A2-1 and 12-2 leads to the values

ot ooherenoe lengths and widths displayed in Table 4.1.
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E (eV ) x ( i ) y (i)
10
100
1000

20
65

200

600
200

60

Table 4.1 - Coherenoe Lengths and Widths of Low Energy Electrons.

In oaloulating the figures for the coherenoe length in Table 4.1, we have

assumed that the uncertainty in energy of .!!2h electron is the total spread

in energy of the entire beam. This is not strictly true, since we could

turther energy analyse the electron beam, leading to electrons of greater

"length". The figures are therefore the lower limit of the coherence

length, but give a usetul working figure.

park6) has estimated the ooherence width of the electron beam in his

system by measuring the broadening ot emargent diffraotion beams at high

diffraction angles, and finds a ooherence width ot (110 ~ lo)i at 90eV,

and (310 ~ 60)i at 10eV, in broad. agreement with the figures in Table 4.1.

The rather lower measured values suggest a beamdivergenoe smaller than 10-3•

Simple dUfraction theory7) prediots that ~he angular w1dth of a d1ffracted

beam, ~e, will depend in a simple fashion on the number of scatterers, N,

with whioh the incident beam interacts, viz.,

6.e • Nd cos e

where e is the angle between inoident and soattered beams and d is

the spaoing between soatterers.

(Single soattering diffraction theory is appropriate here, since multiple

soattering is a summationover single scattering events).
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In a typioal LEEDsituation, the width ot the e1eotron beamis about lmm

and the target - screen distance is about 100m, so beambroadenings ot
-2less than 10 radians are undeteotable. At near normal inoidenoe, with

l50eVe1eotrons (~. Ii) this oorresponds to a value ot Nd• looi. For

25eVelectrons (~. 2.45i) this value goes up to 25o.R. In these easel,

the ooherence width is greater than the diffraction broadening "width".

so broadening due to the limited coherenoe area will not be observed.
. 0

However,if we go to higher diftraotion angles, e.g. e. 56 , we tind for

l50eVeleotrons, Nd • 1652, and here the coherence width is about l60i.

Similarly, for 250eVe1eotrons, these values are 200.Rand l20i respectively.

Thus at high angles, the breadth of diffraction spots maybe enhanoeddue

to the limited ooherenoe area ot the incident beam.

Oneeftect ot the limited coherenoe lengths ot the electrons at tEED

energies and beamfluxes is that each electron acts totally independently.

Indeed, it ~ readily be shownthat &n1 given eleotron arrives at the

surtace, interaots with the lattioe, and either departs or is absorbed

before the next electron arrives, provided that the interaction time is

less than about 10-12 seconds.

Fairly comprehensiveaccounts of the effects ot coherenoe in tEED have

been given by park6), Houstonand Parka) and HeCkingbottcm?).

4.4 - tEED trom Polycrystalline and Faeeted Specimens

Because of the limited coherenoe width of the e1eotrons, the actual area

ot orystal1ine surface with which each electron interacts is limited, and

the observed LEEDpattern is the summationof manyindividual eleotron-lattice
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diffraction patterns. A LEED pattern will therefore be built up on a
fluorescent screen provided two conditions are satisfied.

(i) Each individual electron LEED pattern must overlap all the others.
(ii) The electron flux is sufficient to cause a persistent visual image

to appear on the screen.

In the case ot a specimen which is single crystal over the whole area
illuminated by the electron beam, the first condition is automatically
satisfied, since the symmetry of the tEED pattern is invariant with respect
to translations in the plane of the crystal surface. The second condition
is a purely experimental variable.

However, consider a specimen whose surtace is composed ot small areas ot

single crystal, contiguous with other small areas ot single crystal,
separated by some sort of boundary region (i.e. a poly-crystalline specimen)
or a specimen whose surtace consists ot small areas ot low index crystalline
surface separated by areas ot high index surface (i.e. a faceted specimen).
It is then relevant to ask what sort ot diftraction pattern will be formed
by these surtaces.

We will assume that each small area of single crystal surtace (either grain
or facet) is comparable in size to the coherence area ot the electron beam,
or larger than it, in order to obviate any diffraction broadening ettects.
We can then consider the diffraction process as the interaction ot single
electrons with one or other of these grains or facets.

Consider first a polycrystalline sample. There are two extreme cases
which we may consider. Firstly, let us take the case ot a sa:nple where
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each grain exhibits a different surface orientation from each ot its

neighbours, and whosesurtace normal is not parallel to those ot its

neighbours, 80 that, on average, all possible crystal orientations are

presented to the electron beam. Here, it is evident that the observed

LEEDpattem w11l be the sumot many randomly'oriented LEEDpatterns and

will exhibit no olear diffraction features. In the unlikely event of

randoml1oriented grains with parallel surface normals, wewould, however,

always see a specularly refieoted spot. The other extreme is where a

sample consists ot a large numberot grains which all expose the same

crystal face to the electron beamand whose surtace normals are parallel,

but where the orystal aDS lying in the surface plane of each grain are in

randomorientations (i.e. rotational asymmetry). Here the result would

be a series ot uniform diffraction rings, with the angular diameter of

the rings being determined by the atom spacings in the surface of the

grains. If the rotational asymmetrywere not complete, i ••• if some

directions were preferred over others in the .ample surface, then the

rings would have modulated intensities round their oiroumferences,

reflecting these preferred orientations.

Cases intermediate between these two extremes would exhibit intermediate

behaviour.

An exoeption to' the behaviour described for the randomlyoriented

polycrysta1line samplewould occur if the sample were oomposedof atoms

such that the atomic scattering factor exhibits markedasymmetrylO),i.e.

it soattering from a single atom is markedly difterent from a spherically

symmetrical radially outgoing wave. Theae asymmetries in the atomio

scattering tactor would then be reflected in the tEED pattern as radial

intensity modulations of the backgrolmd.
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If wenowturn our attention to consideration of a faceted specimen, it

may readily be seen that it the surfaoe consists ot numberof' f'acets of'

one crystal orientation, each of' which is greater in area than the

coherence area of' the incident beam, and separated by' distances comparable

with the coherencewidth of' the beam, then each f'acet will interact with

one or other ot the eleotrons exaotly as if they were part ot a much
'!< ..

larger single crystal surtace. Thus all the individual tacet patterns

sumto give a tot~ diftraction pattern identical in geometrywith that

to be expected trom a stngle crystal ot the sameorientation.

If faceta of two or three difterent crystal taces are exposed to the

electron beamin comparablenumbers, then the net pattern will consiat ot

the superimposition ot the tEED patterns trom eachot the difterent sets

ot tacets, each centred on its -ownspecular spot.

It the facets are smaller than the coherence area, but still well separated

and not small enoughto give rise to beambroadening etf'ects, then the

ettect is simply to reduce the intensity ot the resultant tacet pattern.

An extensive discussion of the types ot patte~ to be expected trom a

surf'ace containing large numbersot small, closely spaced tacets, especially

in the case where the whole surface can be regarded as being made up of'

facets onan atomic scale (terraces) separated by atomic steps, has been

given by Rbeadll). He ahowsthat scattering trom the successive steps

can lead to splitting of the ditfraction spots and other ettects.

Returning to the case of' well-separated f'acets, wemust consider what

happens to the electrons which strike the complex, high index surface
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between the facets. Thenature of the interaction is determined by exactly

the sameoonsiderations as determine the formation ot a tEED pattern by' a

large area ot any crystal surface, 1.e. the enstence ot suftioient areas
I

of two-dimensionalperiodioity (or possibly one dimens10nalperiodicity)

in the surface. If no such periodioi ties exist, t~ electrons striking

this part·of the surface will be backsoattered in a diffuse manner, giving

rise to a general backgroundon the tEED screen.

It is therefore pertinent to ask the question, what percentage area of

the crystal surface sampledby the incident beamof electrons wouldhave

to be occupied by any one crystal orientation in order to give rise to

clearly discernable diftraction spots?

Several tEED studies of faceting have been published (for example,

referenoes 12 and 13 amongothers) but these have mainly dealt with crystal

surtaces where the major part of the surface waswell ordered and gave

rise to a sharp diffraction pattern, with the facet tEED pattern superimposed

on this one. The experiments to be described in the next section deal with

crystals where the low index facets occuPY'a relatively small area of the

total crystal surface, and are separated by l~ge stretches ot high index

crystal surface.

4.5 - ~r1mental tEED study of Faceted Metal Crystals

The formation ot simple linear facets has been described by Moore14)and
by Robertsan15). Copperand silver are known to facet to the low index

(111) and (100) planes through the mechanismof thermal etohing under



Figure 4.5-1. Optical micrograph of a faceted copper foil. The

facets are the dark lenticular areas, and are

typically 15~m by ~ in size.
is a twin boundary running diagonally across one

Also to be seen

corner of the photograph.
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vacuum. In such oonditions, the crystal surfaces tend to be covered with

adsorbed monol~ers of oxygen. By a suitable choice ot initial

surface orientation and or the thermal treatment, the proportion ot low

index facet on the surtace can be varied, and so the etfect on the

diffraction process ot varying the amotmt of low index crystal surtace

exposed to the eleotron beam can be studied.

Results are presented here tor copper, and similar studies on silver have

recently been presented by Sch6n15)•

Faceted specimens of copper toil were prepared as described in g 3.4.2.
They were e%Bminedby optioal microscopy, optical interferenoe microsoopy

and by LEED. Fig. 4.5-1 is an optical micrograph of a. typical taceted

specimen, and Fig. 4.5-2 shows a typical surface protile as determined

by optioal interferenoe microsoopy.

The tacets on these specimens appear optically tlat in the miorographs,

but this does not preclude the existence of steps and other irregularities

of sizes less than the resolution of such a teohnique. The oontinuation

surface between the facets has areas or high c~ture, but the central

regions between the facets exhibit large areas of optically tlat surface.

'l'he specimens were examined in the tEED ca..lleraafter baleeout, and good

quality LEEDpatterns were usually observed trom most taceted parts of the

toil specimens. One such pattern ie illustrated in Fig. 4.5-3. This

particular pattern arises trom a speoimen which is almost entirely single

cI7Stal, and is tairly uniformly faceted to (100) over its entire surface.



Figure 4~5-2. Typical surface profile of a faceted copper crystal
as determined by optical interference microsoopy.
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The densit,y of facets on the surface is suCh that the proportional area

of facet ia about 15%. The facets are typically l~ x 21m in sw, and

spaced on aver&88by about l~. The flat portions of the oomplexsurface

are olose to (831) in orientation. The diffraction pattern oomprises a

series ot, olear sharP spots, ot angular width oomparablewith the

instrumental resolution, superimposed on a background ot low intensity.

Fromemmination ot many 8Uchtaceted specimens, taceted to both (100)

and (111), it is ooncluded that clear patterns, superimposed on somewhat

higher backgrounds, could readily be observed even when the tacet area

occupied as little as 5% of' the sampled area of the specimen.

The pattern reproduced in Fig. 4.5-3 is very similar to that observed

by Ertl17) from a copper (100) surface onto which he had adsorbed a

monolayer of oqgen by exposing a clean Cu(lOO)surtace to N20. The

o direction of the specularlY' refleoted spot and the behaviour of the pattern

with changing energy of the electron beamand with changing angle of

incidenoe showquite unambiguouslythat all the observed diffraction spots

comefrom the facets, and so we conolude that the facets are indeed Cu(lOO)

ccweredwith a monolayerot oxygen as we proj~oted earlier.

Although no beambroadening etfects are discernable in the diffraction

spots, this does not unambiguouslY'preclude the existence of microfacets

of dimensions greater than those required to produce beambroadening

(say, 300i), but smaller than the reso1u.tion of the optical microscope

(s81, 5,oooi), so that the opticallY' observed facet area may not include

all the areas giving rise to the observed low index diffraction pattern.



Figure 4.5-3. LEED pattern from a faceted copper foil taken
with electrons of energy 1l6eV at an angle of

oincidence of about 4. The specularly reflected
spot is that just above the shadow of the final
anode of the electron gun, to the right of the
specimen holder. The pattern which exhibits
pseudo-twelvefold symmetry probably arises from
two equivalent hexagonal overlayers of oxygen
on the facets of Cu(lOO), the p.t.v1s of the two
overlayers being at right angles to each other.
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However,since there exist areas at orystal surtace which do not exhibit

tEED patterns on these specimens, and no patterns were observed trom a

platinum speoimensmoothedby high temperature &mlea11ng,we are led to

the oonclusion that the oomplexsurtace does not contain sutflcient

microfacets to oontribute sign1ticantly to the observed low index pattern,

and that in general, this surtace does not exhIbit suffioient periodicity

to generate a pattern at its own.

In sumna.ry',we oonclude that while the existence of a sharp, intense

d1ttraotion pattern superimposed on a low background Is a necessar,y

oondition tor the existence at large areas of pertect periodiol ty in the

surface, it i8 by no meansa suftioient one, indioating only that there

are suffioient small areas of perfect periodicity in the surface, each

of which is greater than the ooherenoe area of the sampling electron

beam, to occupymore than about 10% of the sampled area.
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CHAPrER 5

THE LOW TImEX FACES OF COPPER

5.1 - Introduction

Although, as we have seen, LEEDis eminently suitable tor the study ot

someaspects or the surraces or orystalline systems, and has rapidly

beoomeestablished as a teohnique tor such purposes as the study or
'-,

the symmetryproperties of gaseous adsorption on solid surtaces, it is

only comparatively recently that theoretioal approaohes to the oalculation

of intensi ty-enerB1 spectra have reached a point where it seems likely

that signUioant correlation with experimental results will be achieved.

However, in the literature, there exists a pauoity of the type or

detailed experimental results against which these theories oan be measured.

From the theorist's point ot view, an ideal set ot experimental results

would comprise a complete set of intensity-energy spectra trom zero to a

tew hundred electron volts in energy, taken for a wide, tinely-graded

. range ot angles ot incidence, tor all of the- diftracted beams. Preterably,

absolute intensities would be measured. Additionally, we will argue in

the next chapter that experimental information on the etfects of temperature

on the intensity-energy spectra is an important parameter of the system.

It is scarcely to be wondered at that such a set of results has not yet

been published tor any given cr,rstal system, although a tew studies

approaching this ideal have been reported tor LiFl), Ag2,3) and A14}•
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The data presented in this chapter and the following chapter provide for

. the (100) surface ot copper a reasonably complete set of such results tor

the specular beamin the energy range 20 - 350ev at angles ot inoidence

6 - 220 spaced at 10 intervals in the (110) azimuth (See Fig. 5.2-2).

For the (Ill) surface a rather less detailed set of results is presented

over the samerange of energy and angles ot incidence spaced at 20

intervals in the (1i2) azimuth (see Fig. 5.3-2).

Copperhas been relatively well studied by tEED sinoe 1928 (there are

about thirty eight papers published prior to 1910), but apart from one

or two recent studies, the published workconcentrates almost exclusively

on its adsorption properties. Themost detailed intensity-energy spectra

published so tar are those ot Andersson5)whoreports spectra for several

ot the diffracted beamsfrom the (100) surface, but these are oontined to

a tew angles ot incidence. Single intensi ty-energy spectra tor the (rn)

surface are to be found in several plaoes6,7 ,8,9), but no detailed study

has yet been published. .The (110) surface has been studied only trom

the point ot view ot its adsorption properties1,10).

5.2 - The (100) Surtace

The (100) surface proved reasonably easy to clean and remainedclean in
-10the vacuumsystem in the mid 10 T. range ot pressure tor periods in

excess of 24 hours, at least remainedclean within the limits of the

detinition ot cleanliness stated in § 3.5.3 After about 48 hours,

however, small changes in the intensity-energy spectra could be observed.

Consequently, anneal and bombardmentcycles were performedeach day prior

to the sequence of observations on the surface.
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An interesting point whioh was noted with regard to this surfaoe was that

after JII8lll' argon ion bombardmentand anneal oyoles, the surtaoe beoame

extremely sensitive to bombardment. The "normal" behaviour ot the surface

was that diffraotion spots, albeit somewhatdiffuse, were olearly visible

after many' hours bombardment, although the extremely diffuse spots reported

by other authors7) were never observed. However, tor the "sensitive"

surfaoe, a rew seoonds exposure to the argon ion beamwould oompletely

destroy the diffraotion pattern. A short anneal would, however, completely

restore the pattern, and in this manner an apparently olean surface was

produced. At this junoture, the orystal was removed trom the vaouum

system and examined under the optical mioroscope. The surtace appeared

to oonsist of large flat facets of (100) orientation, separated by a few

terraces, and no signs of recrystallisation were present. The specimen

was repolished according to the original procedure (§ 3.4.1) and replaoed

in the vacuum system, where its diffraction properties proved identioal

to those of the original surfaoe. The reasons ror this sudden onset of

sensitivit,y to bombardment- a sensitivity whioh did not recur with the
repolished specimen - are unknown.

The diffraction pattern (Fig. 5.2-1) revealed the orystal to be orientated

such that rotation of the crystal caused the eleotron beam to move in one

of the (110) azimuthal planes (Fig. 5.2-2). In fact, the crystal was

misoriented by about 3°. An accurate determination of the normal incidence

position of the orystal was effected by finding two positions, one on either

side of the surface normal whioh gave rise to identical intensity-energy

spectra for the specular beam.



Figure 5.2-1. LEED pattern from the (100) surface of oopper taken
with electrons of energy l50eV i.e. of wavelength lA,
at normal incidence.
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Figure 5.2-2. Dafini tions of the co-ordinates of the non-specular
diffraotion beams and of the surfaoe azimuths for
the (100) surface.
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Figures 5.2-3 through 5.2-7 reproduce the intensity-energy speotra tor

the specular beam as detailed in the figure captions, and Pigure 5.2-8

is a redrawn part of the spectrum set out for greater olarity. The

resul ts are reproduced in the torm of a _!-space plot (§ 2.3.2) in Figure

5.2-9. In this figure, in accordance with our previous diaoU8sion, no

inner potential corrections haTe been made.

rnspeotion of Figure 5.2-9 shows that the major peaks appearing in the

spectrum lie olose to the Bragg zone linea,but at some distance below

them. Addition of a oonstant small energy to each of the peaks in a

group oan shift them up towards the Bragg zone line (and inoidentally

change the angle of inoidenoe in a manner analogous to Snell's Lawof

refraotion2» so that each set of suoh peaks can be brought into

coincidence with the appropriate zone line. As a matter ot convenience,

we refer to such sets of peaks as Nominal Bragg Peaks, without in any way

implying that they constitute genuine, single soattering, kinematical

:Bragg Peaks. HoweTer, the energy required by any given peale in a group

varies from that required by the other members ot the group in a rather

random manner. A rough mean of these individual values, which we oall

tor convenience inner potentials, is listed 1q Table 5.1 tor tour of these

nominal Bragg peaks, and Table 5.2 lists the individual values tor each

of the peaks in the (800) nominal Bragg peale.

Holland.!! .!!l'l) have argued that it is qualitatively real;lonable that the

imler potential should inorease with increasing energy of the incident

electron, as appears to be the caBe here. However the existence of the

detailed variation ot the inner potential makes it ditficul t to place any

precise p~sical interpretation on the measured values, and again illustrates

the danger of over-simplifying the tEED process.



Figures 5.2-3 The Intensity-Energy Speotrum ot the specular tEED

to 5.2-8 beam diffracted trom the (100) surtace ot Copper
in the (110) azimuth. The energy region and
angle ot incidence tor each individual spectrum
is detailed in the appropriate Figure. Figure
5.2-8 is a section ot the spectrum redrawn tor
greater clarity. In each case the intensity scale
is in arbitrary units.
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J'igure 5.2-9 The Intensity-Energy Spectrumof J'igures 5.2-3 through

5.2-7 redrawnas a polar plot in _!-space. The dots

each represent the centre ol the EwaldSphere corresponding

to the diffraction conditions appropriate to a peak:in

the Intensity-Energy Spectrum,with no Inner Potential

corrections applied. The relative sizes of the dots

reflect the relative sizes of the diffraction peaks.

The labelled horizontal lines showthe kinematical Bragg

scattering conditions tor t~e 4ittraction beam.

Figure 5.2-10 The k-space plot ot Figure 5.2-9 redrawnwith the

emergenceconditions ot the non-specular dittraction

beamsuperimposedon it. These loci are determined

as described in the text, and a lew are labelled with

the coordinates of the appropriate beam. 'rhe labelling

convention for these beamswas shownin Figure 5.2-2.
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TABLE 5.1

Nominal Bragg Peak Inner Potential (eV)

400
600
800

10,0,0

10
14
15
18

Inner Potentials tor Nominal Eragg Peaks from Cu(lOO)

TABLE 5.2

Angle of Incidence Inner Potential (eV)

6 12

7 13
8 17
9 18
10 18
11 19.
12 20
13 14
14 15
15 15

Detailed Variation of the Inner Potential tor the

(800) Nominal Bragg Peak as a Funotion of the Angle
of Incidence
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Themost striking feature or this spec.trumis the behavio~ ot the group

of peaks whichwe have assigned to the (400) nominal :Braggpeak, 1•••

those lying in the ener(g range 30-50eV. The main peaks in this group

appear as a doublet in which the ratio or the intens1ties of the two

elements of the doublet varies rapidly as the angle of incidence ls varied,

passing through unity at an angle ot incidence of about 12.50•

The complete intensi ty-energy-speotrumof the specular beamis re-drawn

1n!-space in Figure 5.2-10 with the.mergence oonditions of the non-

specular beamssuperimposedon it. Thes. 1001are determined geometrioally

by ascertaining the values of!' which satisfy the equation

!~ • !II+ ~

where~ is the wavevector of the incident electron.

In this diagram, the horizontal lines represent the kinematioal Eragg

.scattering oonditions for the specular beam, and should therefore in the

simplest analyses be assooiated with intensity maximain this beam.

The other lines, the emergenceconditions for the non-specular beams,

therefore represent competing reflections into the other beams, not

necessarily in the sameazimuth, and in such-analyses would therefore be

associa ted with minimain the specular beam.

It will be observed that the two elements of the doublet discussed above

lie one on either side of the emergencecondition of the (10) beam, (see

Fig. 5.2-2 for the definition of beamcoordinates) and.it is therefore

plausible to postulate that somesort of sharp valley is traversing a

.single large diffraotion peak in the intensity-energy spectrum, and that

this valley m&1 be associated with the emergenceot this newdittraotion
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beam. The group ot peaks could theretore be reterred to as a split

(400) nominal Bragg peak. AccordinglY', in Figure 5.2-11, the position

ot the bottom ot this valley is plotted in .!5-space over the beamemergence

condition. The position ot the valleY' does not lie precisely on the

emergence condition except at low angles ot incidence, after which it

gradually drops below it. As the valley traverses the maximum ot the

postulated main peak, the locus ot the minimumbreaks back to meet the

emergence condition and then talls away again. This is indeed the

behaviour to be expected when a narrow valley traverses a relatively

broad peak:, since the minimumin the oomposite peak occurs when the sum

or the gradients ot the two components is zero. This should then result

in a displacement ot the observed minimum trom that ot the true minimum

ot the sharp valley away trom the maximum ot the main peak. Thus as the

valley approaches the peak maximum, the observed minimumshould be at a

lower energy than the true minimum,and as the valley moves away trom the

peak, the observed minimumshould be at higher energies than the valley

position. Clearly there is thus some sort ot correlation between the

two events, but there is also somemore complex interaotion, and, without

more detailed oalculations being pertormed, the precise nature ot the

correlation cannot be speoitied.

Behaviour ot this type might be interpreted as evidence tor the existence

ot a McRaesurface wave resonancell), but Holland.!! .!!12) point out that

it is more likely to be associated with the opening ot a new scattering

channel (the new d1ttraoted beam) "robbing" the other soattering channels

ot flux. It is however, difticul t to see whYon this model the valley

should lie completely below the beam emergenoe condition. It might be

pointed out that we have so tar ignored the effects of the inner potential
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Figure 5.2-11. The position of the valley crossing the "split"
(400) Nominal Bragg Peak (full circles) plotted as
a polar plot in k-space along with the emergence,
condition of the (10) diffraction beam (solid line).
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and the detailed mechanismsof the transport of the electrons across

the surface-vacuum interface. It is indeed correct to ignore the inner

potential here, since the beamemergence condi tiona are solely derived

from the conservation of momentumparallel to the interface across the

interface, and. so the beamemergence is independ.ent of the inner potential.

Similarly, the effects of the transport across the boundar,y - such as

contaot potential differenoes, etc. - affect only the normal component of

the momentum,but affect equally the absolute values of beamemergence

energies and the energies of the incident electrons.

Close examination of Figure 5.2-10 reveals that although there are no

further striking correlations between the positions of peaks and the beam

emergence conditions, nevertheless someweaker effects are discernable.

For instance, in several cases, where a beamemergence crosses the locus'

of a diffraction peak, a "kink" appears iri. that locus, e.g. where the

. 22,22 beamemergence crosses the nominal (lOAQ)Bragg peak. Similarly

the nominal (600) Bragg peak appears to try to .tavoid" the 12,12 emergence.

Howeverthe overall level of correlation is tco low to allow definite

conclusions to be drawn. Nevertheless this appears to be a factor to be

considered in the analysis of tEED data.

It is instructive to compare these results with other experimental studies

and with calculations where this is possible. The only detailed study

published. to date is that of Andersson5) • In this case, the crystal was

oriented in a (100) azimuth, i.e. rotated by 420with respect to the

azimuth used in this work. Nevertheless, at low angles ot incidence,

azimuthal differences are not expected to be very pronounced. In Figure

5.2-12 we present the results of Andersson at 30and 60 inoidence (centre



Figure 5.2-12 Comparisonbetween the results or this work,

that of Andersson and the calculations or Caput.

(a) This work at an angle or incidence or 60 in

. the 110 azimuth extrapolated to oCX and

normalised as described in the text.

(b) The result or Andersson at an angle ot

inoidence or 60 in the 100 azimuth at

room temperature.

(0) Andersson's result at 30 incidence.

(d) The result.or Capart's normal incidence,

rigid lattioe caloulation.
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panels) and comparethese with our result at 60 incidence (t~p panel).

Here, we have extrapolated this curve to o<>x in the mannerdescribed in

the following chapter, and normalised the peak at 35eVto the peak at

34eVin curve (c). The two 60 curves, (a) and (b), agree well in their

principle te.tures, especiallY' below about 80eV. However,in this work,

between 80 and 105eVthere appears a doublet rather than the single peak

shownin (b).

The bottom panel of this figure showsthe results of Capart's normal

incidence Calculation13), which includes an inner potential correotion

ot 15eV. Comparingthis ourve with both Andersson's 30 curve ~d his

60 curve, there does not appear to be muohdifferenoe in the agreement

of the oaloulated curre with either ot the measuredcurves, so it is

justifiable tor us to compareour 60 ourve with the theory. Makingdue

allowanoe for the difference in engle ot' incidence and azimuth, and

ignoring the large peak at 100eVin our results, whichmaybe simply an

azimuthal etfect, the agreementwith Capart's oaloulation appears to be

no better and no worse than with the data ot Andersson. However,betore

meaning£ulcomparisons can be made, caloula tions at non-normal inoidence

in both azimuths are required.

Figure 5.2-13 is a double logarithmic plot ot the peak width at halt

height against energy tor several selected peaks in the intensit,y-energy

spectra - selected to be those which are not obviously composedot two

or moreunresolved peaks. Thevalues are somewhatscattered as is

generally found to be the case, but a least squares fit to the data is

shownas a straight line ot slope (0.63 ± 0.06). This value is rather

higher than the moreusual value of 0.55,14), but is still well below
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Figure 5.2-13. Double logarithmic plot of the width of diffraction
peaks measured at half height, 6E, against peak energy.
Bo inner potential correction has been made.

Figure 5.2-14. As the above Figure, but with an inner potential
correction of l5eV added.
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that' obtained by Heine and pendry15) - 0.15 - by a theoretical argument.

Addition of a meaninner potential of l5eV to the data, however, increases

this slope to (0.19 :I; 0.08) - muchhigher than any other reported value,

as shownin Figure 5.2-14.

5.3 - The (Ill) Surface

As was the case with the (lOO) surface, the (111) surface was easily

cleaned, and within the limits of our definition of cleanliness, remained
-10clean in a vacuumof 10 T. tor many' ~s. This lower reactivity of

the (111) surface comparedto the (lOO) surface is in agreementwith the

results of Simmons..!.!!:!7) on the initial oxidation of these s~taces,

and the generally low reactivity of the surface is oomparablewith Seah's

observations on (111) silver2).

The diffraction pattem (Figure 5.3-1) revealed the crystal to be oriented

in a <1i2) azimuth (Fig. 5.3-2). The results obtained for this surface

are rather less detailed than those tor the (lOO) surface, and the complete

intensity-energy spectrum is shownin Figure 5.3-3. Spectra here are
. 0 0

taken in the range 20 - 350eVin the range of angles 6 - 22 in 2 steps.

The spectra are replotted in~-space in Figure 5.3-4.

16) .
AsWoodruftand Seah noted previously, major peaks in the spectrumcan

be brought into coincidence with the Bragg zone lines (222), (555) and

(666) by the applications of suitable inner potential oorrections, which

are listed in Table 5.3. Other major peaks lie just below the (333) and

(444) zone lines, but those below the (333) zone line are muohdispersed,



Figure 5.3-1. LEED pattern from the (111) Burface of oopper taken
with electrons of energy 6geV at normal incidence.
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Figure 5.3-2. Definitions of the co-ordinates ot the non-specular
diffraction beams and of the surface azimuths tor
the (111) surface.
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Nominal Bragg Peak: Inner Potential (eV)
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Inner Potentials tor Nominal Bragg Peaks trom Cu(lll)
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and those below the (444) zone line lie on several looi. However,

plausible inner potentials are listed tor these peaks in the Table. It

is ot interest to note that for this surface, the required correction

does not increase monotonically with energy, but passes through a maximum

value, in oontrast to the behaviour for the (100) surface. The detailed

inner potentials, however, tor any given peak exhibit the same type of

behaviour as those obtained for the (lOO) surface.

The ~-Bpaoe plot is redrawn in Figure 5.3-5 with the beamemereenoe

oonditions superimposed. For this surface, no strong correlations are

revealed, but the kink: in the nominal (222) Bragg peak lies near the

01,Pl emergence, and the dispersed (333) and (444) nominal Bragg peaks

lie in regions where many emerBencesintersect.

As yet, no detailed calculations on the (ill) surtace have been performed,

so no comparisons are possible. The results presented here are, however,

in good agreement with the results ot other authors6,7,8,16) insotar as

comparisons can be made.

5.4- The (110) Surface

In contrast to the other two loW'index surfaces, the (110) surtace proved

to be impossible to prepare in a clean state and to maintain in that state

tor any reasonable length ot time in a vacuumin the high lO-lOT. range •

.l surtace which had been argon ion bombardedtor sometime so that it

exhibited only "clean" d1f'fraction spots, but had not been annealed, gave,

in point ot tact, reasonably sharp d1tfraction spots. In less than one
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hour, how.Yer, streaks appeared between the diffraction spots, parallel

to the (iiO) direotion in the C17Btalsurtace. After two hours, these

streaks beoameTerT prominent, and gradually beoamemost intense around

the positions of the halt order spots (Fig. 5.4-1). As these halt order

spots becamemore intense, the streaks grew fainter, until, atter 24 hours

or so, the diffraction pattern consisted solely of the "clean" diffraotion

spots and the halt order spots, with little or no streaking between them.

indicating that a (2x 1) adsorption struoture had been tormed over a

substantial portion ot the orystal surtace. It the orystal were annealed

for a short time atter the end of the bombardment,e.g. tor 15 minutes

at 55000., the streaking becameTisible atter a slightly shorter period

of time than was the oase tor the unannealed specimen. The overall

behaviour was not, hcweYer,signifioantly d1tferent. Figure 5.4-2 shows

a sequence ot such diftraction pattems.

This muchhigher reactivity ot the (110) surtace oomparedto the other two

low .indexsurtaces i8 .in accord with the results ot Simmonset al7), who
, --

tind a closely similar sequence of diffraction patterns on the initial

oxidation of the (110) surtace. They interpret the initial gas atom

sticking as being due to randomadsorption in the "troushs" in the (110)

.urface parallel to the <iiO) direotion, which destroys the periodicity

of the surface along this direction. Aamoreand moregas atomapack

into the troughs, sections becomecompletely tull ot adsorbed atoma,

restoring the looal two-dimensionalperiodic! ty. Eventually, all the

trough. are tilled with gas atoms, arranged such that the periodicity of

the adsorption structure is twice that ot the olean surtace structure

along the <liO) direction.



.. 'Clean' Spots
o 'Half-order' Spots

Figure 5.4-1. Sketch of the (110) copper surface diffraction
pattern, showing the 'clean' surface diffraction
spots (full circles), the 'half-order' contamination
diffraction spots, and the streaking in the (110)
direction.



Figure 5.4-2 Sequence of diffraction patterns from the (110)
surface of copper on adsorbing oxygen from the
residual gases in the vacuum system at a total pressure
of about lxlO-9T.

(a) Initial pattern immediately after the end of
argon ion bombardment. Energy 48eV.

(b) Atter 2i hours. Energy 57eV.

(e> Atter 5 hours. Energy 72eV.

(d) After 24 hours. Energy 5leV.

. (e> After 25 hours. The specimen has been flashed to
oa temperature of 500 C and allowed to cool.

Energy 68eV.
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The (110) surface is known to adsorb little of the OODDon vacuumresidual

gases apart from 0lq'sen17) and a.tOMIC hydrogen18). The contamination

rate is apparently unaffeoted when there are no hot filaments present in

the vacuumsystem, which eliminates dissociation of COor CO2on the

surface by the eleotron beam, so we therefore oonolude that the surface is

being oxidised.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy, however, failed to detect any oxygenon the

surface. However, the overall sensitivity of the system was rather low,

since at this time, the exciting beamwas at normal inoidenoe and the beam

current had tallen to about O.~. It is not impossible therefore that

oxygenwas in fact present.

Simmonset al7) find that the onset ot streaking is associated with oxygen--
exposures of 3 :le10-10T_min.and the (2:le1) structure with an expoeure of

2 x 10-5T-min• U we aesume these figures, the required partial pressure

of oxygen in the vacuumsystem is such that the residual gas would be

virtually pure oxygen! It would therefore appear that the reactivity ot

the clean (110) oopper surface is rather higher than Simmons.et ~ suggest.

Indeed, if we assume that after 24 hours the (2:le1) structure is complete

(i.e. it forms a complete half monolayer over the entire surface), a uni~J

sticking coefficient requires a partial pressure ot oxygenot 5x 10-12T•

i.e. about five parts ot oxygen per thousand ot residual gas. This is

probably a reasonable value, so we assume that the sticking coefficient

of ory-genon clean Cu(llO) is high, probably near unity. This value

should not be taken too seriously, however, since detailed measurements

of coverage and exposure times were not made.
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Because ot the high reactivity, no intensity-energy spectra tor the (no)

surtaoe are presented, since no satistaotor;y detinition of cleanliness

could be achieved. For the samereason, results in Chapter 6 are oonfined

to the (100) and (Ill) surtaces.

5.5 - Conolusions

Results presented in this ohapter tor the low index surtace ot copper show

that the relative reactivities of each at these surtaces with the .resldual

gases of the vacuumID8.Y' be represented by the inequal1ty

(110) » (100») (Ill)

within the limits at the detinition ot cleanliness and oontamination

used here.

Detailed measurementsof the intensity-energy spectra ot the specular

LEEDbeamtrom the (100) and (Ill) surfaces showthat the major teatures

ot the speotra lie near the nominal Bragg oonditions, as is to be expected

in the light of the recent theoretioal discussions ot Tucker and Duke19),
but that the detailed struoture is oomplex. Although certain imler

potential oorrections have been tabulated', these vary not only with energy,

but, using the simplest and usually assumeddefinition of inner potential,

with angle of incidence. Suoha situation is olearly not very satistactory,

so what physical significance should be attached to these tigures is tar

trom clear. However,someat the deviations from "simple" behaviour in

someat the nominal Bragg peaks ~ be correlated in somewSJwith the

emergenceot newd1t1'ractlon beams.
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Comparisonwith theory tor copper can not, as yet, be very extensive,

aince only one normal incidence calculation has been reported. The more

seneral theoretical discussions of tEED so far published have been

restricted to a-wave scatt~rers. Por an element like copper, however,

the higher order phase ahirts are expeoted to be ot importanoe. Where

a comparison can be made, the agreement is not, as yet, complete.
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CHAPl'ER 6

THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON THE LEED PB.OCmS

6.1 - Introduction

Until recently, the tull importance or the ertects or temperature on the

tEED process was not tully appreciated. Several authorsl-32) have

discussed the various ertects to be expected, but no systematic, reasonably-

complete study has been reported.

Temperature can artect the LEEDprocess both as regards the geometryor

thed1ttraotion pattern, and the protiles ot the intensity-enersy spectra.

The tormer ettect is not a fundamental property ot the dittraotion process

i tselr, but retlects chanses in the physioal structure ot the surtace

under stu~ i.e. it is caused by temperature induced phase changes,

adsorption or desorption ot impurities, etc. Such ettects have been

studied in detail by Goodman18). In the work reported here, once a "olean"

surtace had been obtained, no changes in the geometry ot the' d1ttraction

pattem were observed on heating the specimen, and 80 such erteots will not

be f'urther discussed here.

Changes in the protiles ot the !ntensity-energy speotra are a fundamental

erfect of the thermal vibrations ot the atoms of the orystal lattice on

the detailed mechanismor the diffraction process, and form the main point

of' interest ot the remainder of this chapter.
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There are three basic ertects to be discussed in this context, namely

changes in tntensi ty of the diffraction peaks, changes in.the shape and

width ot diftraction peaks and changes in the position ot these peaks.

The bulk ot the literature baa been concerned with the chan8e in intensity

ot diftraction peaks with temperature, in particular tor those peaks which

. occur on or near kinematical Bragg scattering conditions. The early work

(e.g, reterences 2,6,7) demonstrated that the intensities of such

d1tf'raction peaks had an exponential temperature dependence, and so

attempts were made to relate this dependence to the Debye-Waller factor
... 2

ot X-ray dUf'raotion, in order to extract values ot (u > , the mean square

amplitude of' vibration of' atoms at or near the crystal surtace. From

-.such values, it was hoped that intormation could be deduced about the

interatomic potentials in the surface region or the crystal, by studying

the effects ot the free surface on the lattice dynamics of' the crystal.

In .the bulk of these studies, the authors selected only those peaks lying

.. ·,.near the kinematical 13raggscattering conditions since it was felt that
.... .

they had a reasonable idea of the scattering vector operative under such
'. ' ,. ".".. '. ".

condi tions. . Ltttle attention was paid to the temperature dependenoe ot

other peaks in the spectra, even to the extent of not checking if' they

·too had an e%ponent1al temperature dependence. Indeed ·on. author4)
l

explioitly atates that be rejected from his data any peaks not displaying

suoh a temperature dependence.

On17 a tew isolated studies ot peak shapes and Widtha20,26) and peak

sh1tts21,26,29) have been reported.
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The undertaking ot a detailed study ot the ettects of' temperature on the

protiles ot intensity-energy spectra mappingout a relatively large area

ot ~-.paoe is theretore pertinent, and the results ot such a study are

reported in the subsequent lections ot this chapter. The results presented

reter to the intensit,y-energy speotra discussed in detail in the previous

chapter.

6.2 - Debye-Wa1lerFactors

6.2.1 - The Debye-WallerFactor

It mB:/ be shown(see Appendix.A3) that in a single 8cattering modelot

eleotron dltf'raction, under a fairly restriotive set of approximations, the

intensity. I, ot an electron beam dlttracted by a vibrating lattioe I'II&y' be

represented by

I • I .-21
o

(6.2 - 1)

where 10 is the intensity dittraoted trom the rigid lattice (i.e.

the lattice at the absolute zero ot temperature) and 21f is the Debye-Waller

factor given by

l6n.2
2f -- '1\,2

where "- il the wavelengthot the inoident eleotrons

(6.2 - 2)

e is the angle ot inoidenoe

and <u2) is the meansquare displaoement ot the atoa ot the lattice

projeoted along the direction ot the scattering vector apposite to the

diffraction conditions operating i.e.the vector difterence between the wave

vectors ot the inoident and the scattered electrons.
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If we assume that the phonon spectrum of the lattice may be adequately
described by the Debye model, then, as 18 shown in .1ppend1z .13. <u2)
i, given by

2<u ) • (6.2 - 3)

where @D il!lthe so-called Characteristic Debye Temperature ot

the lattice
M ia the mass ot the vibrating atoms
T is the absolute temperature ot the lattioe

and ~ is the :Boltzmann Constant.

The various approximations used in the derivation ot Equations 6.2-2 and
6.2-3 are discussed in Appendix .13, so it will sutfice here to mention
only the more important limitations on the validit,y of the expressions.
Equation 6.2-2 has been derived an the assumption that the ~~ics of the
cr,ystal lattice are adequately describable within the Harmonic approximation,
and the expression tor (u

2) has been evaluated tor a Debye phonon spectrum
in the high temperature limit, i.e. tor T»~D.

The important point to notice here is that a semilogarithmio plot of the
intensity ot a ditfracted beam against temperature, i.e. a graph ot In I
~inst T, should be linear where these two approximations remain valid.
In tact Wallis!! .!!33) have shown that in numerioal evaluations of the
Debye-~aller tact or within the harmonio approximation, the linearity ot

such graphs (which we shall call Debye plots) holds to within a good degree
ot accuracy down to temperatures as low as i~.
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The analysis used in the derivation ot the Debye-Waller factor here
explicitly makes the assumption that the lattioe vibrations are isotropio
in order that the summation over the phonon speotrum oan be pertormed
(Equation A3-9). This is ot oourse only true provided that we are dealing
with a oompletely isotropio lattioe, i.e. a cubio Bravais lattice, well
a"~ trom any perturbing 1ntluenoes suoh as a tree surtace. Ho"ever, we
make the ad hoo assumption that even in the non-isotropic environment ot--
the surtace region ot a orystal "e oan decouple the oomponents ot the
soalar produot ot the scattering veotor and the eigenveotors ot the ~ical
matrix in such a way that the Debye-Waller taotor is still governed by the
amplitude ot vibrations ot the surtace atoms projeoted along the scattering
veotor ot the eleotrons. Equation A3-10 then shows that in principle "e
oan then determine the ratios ot the mean square amplitudes ot vibration
apposite to difterent diftraction processes by taking the ratio ot the
gTadients ot the two Debye plots, without making detailed &88UJ11ptions&8
to the nature ot the phonon spectrum involved.

Beoause we are dealtng with this anisotropic surtaoe region ot the crystal,
it is to be expected that the lattioe vibrations themselves. will be

anisotropio. The amplitudes ot vibration ot atoms olose to the surtace
will be suoh that the oomponent ot the amplitude along the surtace normal
direotion will be some"hat greater than that ot atoms in the bulk crystal.
It is difticult to s&'1.! ,Priori whether the tangential oomponent (i.e. the
oomponent parallel to the surtaoe)' of suoh vibrations w11l be much altered,
since this will depend on the precise nature ot the exposed surtace. For
olose-packed surtaces, not much dUterenee would be expected, but tor
rather more open surfaoe structures, the amplitudes ~ "ell be inoreased,
but not to as great an extent as tor the normal component.
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Thus by considering the temperature variation ot the intensities ot beams
of eleotrons soattered under different diffraotion conditions, one could,
in principle, arrive at values for the vibrations of the atoms at or near
the surt'ace in various direotions in the crystal.

In the derivation of the beam intensity discussed above, it has been
assumed that all the eleotrons which have been scattered off phonons in
the crystal have been lost to the deteotion system, so that the expression
for the intensity I is striotly- the intensity of the residual, purely
elastioally scattered eleotrons. This oomponent ot the total soattered
t'lux is ot'ten referred to as the zero phonon component of the electrons
scattered to the appropriate reoiprocal net rod. In praotice, however,
the aperture ot' the spot photometer "sees" an appreoiable area of the
:Brillouin zone around the reciprocal net rod, and the energy resolution
of the grid filter system in front of the t'luorescent screen is not good
enough to reject the phonon soattered electrons. Thus the measured
intensity will contain an appreciable amount of those electrons which have
sutfered phonon energy 108ses (and phonon energy gains), but have not
sutfered much momentum transfer parallel to the crystal surfaoe. These
phonon soattered electrons have been shown to peak in intensity at the
reciprocal net rods8,12), and .111 therefore give a background intensity
which has to be subtracted trom the measured peak: intensities to leave
the zero phonon component in .hich we are interested. This background
correction .ill be disoussed in more detail in a later section.

When oonsidering the experimental values of peak intensities and their
relative changes as the temperature of the specimen is changed, .e have
to make the assumption that the total deorease in the elastic component
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ot the soattered eleotrons is caused solely by the increase in the
soattering ot the eleotrons ott the increased phonon densit,y. In other
words, it we inolude the phonon scattered electrons with the elastioally
soattered electrons in a pseudoelastio oategory, we assume that the total
intensity ot pseudoelastio eleotrons is independent of temperature.
Barnes, Lagally and Webbl2) have demonstrated that this is plausible by
oollecting the total pseudoelastio tlux over the entire Brillouin zone
around a reoiprocal net rod, and showing this to be independent ot

temperature. In actual tact, what they do is to collect the flux from
areas which are respeotively just greater than and just smaller than the
Brillouin zone and showing that in the tormer case, the flux inoreases
with temperature and in the latter case the flux decreases with temperature.
They split the differenoe and conolude that the flux to the Brillouin zone
is therefore temperature independent.

The assumption ot the constancy ot the pseudoelastio component of the
soattered eleotrons is tantamount to assuming that the relative crOSB
sections tor pseudoelastic and inelastio scattering are temperature
independent, so that the total inelastic component of the scattered intensity
must be temperature independent. Data on this subjeot is somewhat sparse,
but the indications are that it i8 indeed the ca8e34,35).

We therefore make the assumption that it we take the total pseudoelastic
component of the scattered electrons at a fixed energy and temperature and
Bubtract ott the phonon scattered component, we are left with the genuine
zero phonon component at that temperature.

It must be emphasised that the whole of the tore going discussion on the
Debye-Waller Factor and the sort ot information that can be drawn tram
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experimentally determined Talues of such faotors is based on the major
assumption that the diffraction process is adequately describable on a
single scattering model. As we have seen, however, it is by now well
established that suoh a description is totally inadequate for disoussing
the origins of even the major features ot LEED intensity"-energy spectra •

.It is theretore pertinent at this point to see how the above discuBsion
can be extended within the framework of a multiple scattering analysis
ot the problem, and to what extent it remains relevant.

18)Extension ot the derivation of a Debye-Waller faotor to a double or
even to a triple scattering model is relatively trivial, and can be shown
to retain the exponential temperature dependence of the diffracted
intensities. From the gradient ot the Debye plot, we can derive an
effective Debye temperature 13> ;rf where this is then given by

• (6.2 - 4)

where 2e i is the angle between the wave vectors of the incident
and soattered eleotrons in the i th scattering event

219 is the net scattering angle for the diffraotion
process considered

0; is the Debye temperature appropriate to atomio
vibrations projeoted along the soattering Teotor or the ith soattering

event
and the. i run over all possible scattering events whioh oould

oontribute flux to the diffracted beam.

In a double or triple soattering analysis, this analysis could just about
be tractable, and could yield reasonable values for the atomio vibrations
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provided we oan postulate a reasonably plausible d1tfraotion soheme and
make suitable guesses as to the w~ the atomic vibrations varied at the
dUferent soattering oentres. However, when we go to a full mul tipl.
soattering analysis of the prooess, the summation in 6.2-4 goes over to
an integration over all angles, and the integral just cannot be unfolded.
In addition, there are oertain other oomplioating faotors whioh enter into
the analysis whioh we oannot really discuss here, but they enter since the
vibrating atoms orea.te an anisotropio soattering centre, which means that
the higher partial waves become relatively more important in the analysis.

Laramore and Duke36) have recently incorporated thermal vibrations into
the framework of their inelastic collision model of the LEED process, and
have shown that in this analysis, the linearity ot the Debye plots i8
preserved, but that it is virtually meaningless to try to extract values
of atom vibrations trom the gradients ot the graphs, since these depend
in a very sensitive way on the precise ditfraction parameters involved.

What one can probably say, however, is that sinoe in the t!nal resort a
multiple soattering series is simply a summation over a large number ot

single soattering events, then the lowest measured value ot Debye
temperature obtained for diffraction trom any given surtaoe sets an upper
limit on the real value ot the Debye temperature whioh would be obtained
trom a single soattering event with a surfaoe atom Buoh that the
scattering veotor is normal to the crystal surface, and henoe sets a
lower limit on the amplitude ot the normal component of the surfaoe atom
vibrations.

What we will show in the experimental results presented later in this
ohapter is that any peak in the intensity-energy spectra studied here
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has a linear Debye plot, and hence can be assigned an effective Debye
temperature. Although such Deb,ye temperatures cannot be used to extract
values of such things as atomic vibrations acoording to the arguments
presented in the above paragraphs, we will argue that they are a useful
experimental parameter ot the diffraotion prooess. Detailed analyses
or the variation or measured Debye temperatures with dirrraction parameters
will show that the kinematical and pseudokinematical arguments presented
at the beginning ot the section do not provide a suitable explanation ot

the results.

Before going on to discuss the experimental results, however, there is
one further point to be considered. It is well known that the harmonio
approximation ror the dynamics of a cry-stal lattice is insufricient for
discussing manT ot the properties of the lattice, e.g. in such a model,
the lattice does not expand on heating. V~adudin and Flinn37) have
discussed the etfects ot including oertain of the lower order anharmonio
terms (the cubic and quartio terms) in the analysis or the errects or
temperature on X-ray d1tfraction intensities. It is not neoessar,y tor
us to discuss in detail the ettects ot the inclusion of such terms into
the analysis, but it will suttice to note that the main .rtect 1s to cause
the errective Debye temperature to decrease with increasing temperatures.
Thus the Debye plot is linear at low temperatures, but gradually drops
below this line at higher temperatures as the melting point or the crystal
is approached. Although the X-ray dl!tractionintensities are evaluated
in a kinemat1cal analysis, intuitively one would expect that inoluding
anharmonic terms into a multiple scattering analysis of tEED intensities
would lead to qualitatively similar ettects. This deviation ot the Debye
plot tram linearity at high temperatures is well known experimentally in

X-ray d1!fraction38).
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6.2.2 - Experimental Techniques

In IUUchof the previous work in determining LEEDDebyetemperatures, the

procedure has been to "tune" the system such that the diffraction

conditions of the incident electron beamwere such as to give rise to a

peak in the intensity of the soattered beamnear an expected kinematical

Eragg peak at room temperature and then to monitor the intensity of that

peak as a function of temperature at that constant energy. However,as

Woodruffand Seah21) have pointed out, the position ot a diffraction

maximum in energy space tends to change as the temperature ot the sample

ohanBes, and so this procedure leads to e%88geratedvalues ot the gradient

of Debyeplots, with consequent lowering ot the values of the derived

Debyetemperatures. Typically, underestimates in the Talue ot Debye

temperatures obtained in this wayare ot the order ot 10%. In addition,

utilising this procedure automatically throws awaythe intormation which

can be obtained about the shifts ot dittraction maxima with temperature,

and any changes in the peak widths and shapes which may occur.

Ideally, what one wants to do is to take series ot intensity-enerBY

spectra while the crystal is held at Tarious constant temperatures. It

1s difficult, however, to devise a torm ot speoimenheater which gives

no residual magnetic field at the speoimenduring the heating operation,

and still allows the usual measurementsto be madeon the tEED beams.

Any form ot eleotrioal heating gives somemagnetic tield at or near the

specimen, whichwill distort the electron trajectories near the surface.

Electron bombardmentheating requires large electrioal tields near the

specimen, ~"'&indistorting the low energy electron trajectories. Infra-

red heating is ditticult to aohieve while still permitting use ot the

spot photometer to measure the diffracted intensities. Traoy39) has
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described a device which uses pulsed heating currents and blanks ott the

LEEDpattern during these pulses by applying a synchronised negative

going blanking pulse to the analyser grid ot the tEED optics. No such

device was available to us during the course ot the work described here,

and so the simple procedure described belowwas adopted.

The specimenwas heated to a reasonably high temperature (600-700°0) in

the simple hot stage described earlier, and the heater current switched

ott. A rapid series ot intensity-energy spectra restricted to a limited

range ot energy at a tued angle ot incidence were taken, alw~s soanning

the energy in a tued direction (i.e. always increasing or alw~s

decreasing the energy across the energy range ot interest in any given

set ot results) and noting the temperatures at spot marks along the curves.

Since the mass ot the speoimenplus specimenholder is relatively large,

the specimen took quite sometime (...,1 houz] to cool trom 600°0. to room

temperature and so quite a large numberot speotra could be taken during

any one oooling cycle, giving a reasonable numberot data points in any

one Deb;yeplot. In practioe, because ot the inordinately long time a

speoimencould take to 0001 through the last part ot the temperature range,

most runs were terminated at about 50°0 above roomtemperature. The

whole procedure was then repeated soanning the energy in the opposite

direction, so that by taking the meanot the two sets ot results, ettects

due to the Tariation ot temperature across any one intensit,y~energy

spectrum could be eliminated. Intensit,y-enerey spectra at roomtemperature

taken betore and atter such runs were identical tor "clean" Bpecimens,

showingthat adsorption during the run was negligible. AXerox copy ot

a typical Bet ot "raw" data obtained during one such run is shownin

Figure 6.2-1.



Figure 6.2-1 Xerox copy of a typical set cf temperature-
dependent intensity-energy spectra as plotted
directly on the X-Y recorder. The figures
noted against various points on the traces
give the temperature at these points in
millivolts as indicated by the chromel-alumel
thermocouple. The base line of each
successive trace is displaced vertically by a

known amount.
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!:r repeating this procedure tor various tixed ranges or energy at various

angles ot inoidence, a oomp1etepioture ot the etteota ot temperature on

the entire Jntensity-energr speotrum tor the speoular beamtram the two

surtaces \mar study' was built up.

This procedure i8 tair1Y' straighttorward whenwe are dealing with the

specular beamwhioh doea not movewith ohanging energy, as the spot

photometer oan be set up on the beamat roomtemperature and then lett in

post tion tor the entire run - ohanges in beamdireotion due to warping

ot the speoimenholder as it heats up, eto., were round to be negligible

in praotice and easilY' detectable in the rew cases where they did occur.

However,extension ot the teohnique to the non-speou1ar beamswhioh do

movewith ohanging energy is well-nigh impossible, and so in the work

which ls reported here, results are confined entirely to the specular

beam.

6.2.3 - Subtraction or Backgroundstrom Difrraction Intensities

:aetore proceeding to discuss the measuredvalues ot Debyetemperatures

in detail, wemust return to the consideration ot the removal ot the

baokgroundintensit,y trom the measured diffraction intensities. That

such a correotion is necessary is shown in Ft;ure 6.2-2, where the upper

trace ls the \mcorreoted diftraotion intensit,y or one particular d1ttraction

peak, and it will be seen to tend towards a oonstant value at high

temperatures.

The backgroundintensity arises trom two distinot sources. firstl7 due

to those electrons which have scattered ott phonon. in the cryatal 1attioe



600

. .Figure 6.2-2. Debye plot for apeak at 3l0eV in the Intensity-Energy
Spectrum for Cu(lll). The open oircles are the
intensities ot the diffraction peak with no background
correotion, and the orosses are the intensities
oorreoted tor a background in the manner described in
the text.
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but have not experienoed suttioient momentumtranster parallel to the

crystal surtace to remove them trom the acceptance oirole ot the spot

photometer, and seoondlY'due to thoae electrons whiob have been incoherentlY'

scattered trom the disorder, detects and impurities which are ot necessity

tound in a real orystal surtace. The phonon soattered eleotron. give rise

to a backgroundwhich is both energy and temperature dependentS),

inoreasing as both these parameters inorease, and the inooherent eleotrons

give & baokgro\mdwhioh i. energy dependent but temperature independent to

tirst order26) in a well annealed apeoimen. In general, tor a good

orystal surtace as oaretullY' prepared as these specimens ..ere, the phonon

soattered backgroundwould be expeoted to be predominant.

Twodistinot approaches have been used to assess the required baokgro\md

correotion. The tirst approach is essentiall1 empirioal and was widelT

used in the early work on deriving LEEDsurtace Debye temperatures. It

oonsista ot determining bY'trial and error that subtraction whiohmust be

applied to the experimental data points to give a linear DebTePlot4,5,6).
Obviousl1, there must be somelimitation plaoed on the way in which this

oorrection is assessed, so it is otten assumed that the temperature

dependence ot the phononbackground is weak enough tor a temperature

independent background to be subtracted4). This approximation bas been

shownto introduce an error ot only about ~ into the derived value ot
. 26)

the Debyetemperature • This method, however, sutters trom the

disadVantage that it essent1al17 begs the question ot demonstrating the

linearity ot the Debyeplots.

The seoond approach has been to make an experimental estimate ot the

background oorreotion required. Th1s can then take into acoount even
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highlY' temperature dependent backgroundcorreotions. Twodistinot ways

ot makingthis experimental estimate have been used. That due to

Wilson24,28) involves movingthe spot photometer just ott the diftraction

spot and measuring the intensity at that point. The 41sadvantaee ot

this method is that thB spatial distribution ot the phononsoattered

electrons across the Brillouin zone is not uniform, and has been shown

to peak at the reoiprocal net ~ds8,1~), so the measured intensity just

ott the diftraction spot provides an underestimate ot the phononintensity

in the d1.f'traction spot. This 1s not too serious an 1naoour&OY',however,

and will be within the other experimental errors. However,to obtain the

oorreot energy and temperature dependenoeot the background involves making

measurementsot the intensity both on and ott the spot ... both these

parameters are var1ed, so a oonstant speoimentemperature 1s really

required during each set ot measurements. Woodrutt and Seab have

demonstrated26) that a sensible value ot 'the backgroundoorreotion tor

any given diftraction peak oan be derived trom the temperature dependent

intensity-energy spectra themselves, by' taking the intens1ty ot the nearest

"deep" valley in the spectrum as the datum level tor measuring the intensity'

ot that peak at that.; temperature. This esaent1al17 assume. that all the

intensitY" in these valleys is ot phononscattered origin togethBr with the

incoherentlY' soattered eleotrons. This is shownnot to be striotly true

in the calculations ot LEEDspeotra whioh talat inelastio scattering into

account, where intensity 1s nearly alw~ present at all po~ts along the

reciprooal net rods, even at 0%.. In addition, ,it wemq antioipate the

discussion ot the experimental results, the examinat10not several hundred

suoh valleY'S in the intensity-energy speotra has tailed to reveal any in

whioh the intensity inoreases with temperature &8 a genuine phonon

scattered intensity would.' Although many' such vallels are ot oonstant
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intensity, the majority' in taot decrease with temperature in a w8:1'

comparableto the dittraction peaka themselvea. Weare theretore over-

correoting tor the backgroundby using this method, and subtracting ott

someot the proper multiply scattered elastic componentof the intensity.

HoweTer,it the intensity in the valley i8 small oomparedto the peak

under oonsideration, the error introduoed i8 small. The precise extent

ot this overoorreotion is rather dittioult to estimate, since it will

va:rywith both the ratio of phononscattered eleotrons in the baokground

to the multiply soattered elastic electrons and to other background

electrons and also with the ratio ot the backgroundintensity to the

intensity of the peak under study. Generally, however, it will be no

greater than of the order ot 2-3~. The tact that we are also subtracting

the baokgroundappropriate to an energy ditferent from that of the peak

Is likewise not too serious, sinoe the phononscattering is a relatively

weaktunction ot the enereY>,8), and one Can usually find a "deep" valley

at an energy fairly close to the peak energy. This therefore is the

methodadopted in this work.

Experimentally. it is found that a baokgroundcorreotion mu~tbe applied

to all diffraction peaks above about 75eV. Belowthis energy. however,

whenwe consider the temperature dependenoeof intense diffraction peaks -

and the most intense peaks are generally to be found in this energy region -

the backgroundcorrection mB¥ be small, and a negligible difference in the

slope ot the Debyeplot ~ be caused by its inclusion. Nevertheless,

eT8n in ~his energy range, the oorreotionis still important tor the less

intense peaks, where the backgroundmay be a significant fraction ot the

intensity in the diffraction peak.
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6.2.4 - Measured Debye Temperatures lor Cu(lOO)

Al though the detailed reaul t. obtained in the course ot the experimental
work involved in the studies reported in this thesis comprise m&n7 traces
of the type illustrated in Figure 6.2-1 and many more Debye plots derived
from them. it would be unproductive to reproduce all of these in detail
here. Figures 6.2-1 amd 6.2-3 are theretore presented as being reasonably
typical examples ot respectively the "raw" experimental data and the type

of Debye plot which can be derived trom such series of temperature
dependent intensity-energy spectra. The two Debye plots reproduced in
Figure 6.2-3 illustrate the general features ot the Debye plots which can
be derived for ill peaks in the intensity-energy spectra, for those which
might be classitied as nominal 13ragg peaks and for those whioh lie well
awa:y from the kinematical 13ragg soattering conditions. They will sern
to illustrate ane or two general points which we oan disouss in & qualitative
manner betore turning to a detailed discussion ot the specitic results.

Figure 6.2-3(a) is typical at the type ot Deb,.. plot obtained tor a low
energy dittraotion peak, in this case, one at 40eV. The semilogarithmio
plot ot inte~sity against temperature is a reasonable fit to a straight
line for temperatures below about 700~. Above this sort ot'temperature,
however, the measured intensity drops oft more rapidly than the linear ,
dependence would predict. That such deviations trom linearity are not
simply the result at the application at an overcorrection tor background
intensity discussed earlier is demonstrated by the tact that sueh eftects
are most prominent tor the low energy dittraction peaks tor which little
or no background correction is required. As we discussed earlier. this
is the type at behaviour whiob can be associated with the onset ot

significant ettects ot the anharmonio terms in the toree constants of the



Figure 6.2-3 Debye plots i.e. graphs ot the logarithm.

of the intensity of a diffraction peak as

a funotionof temperature for diffraction

peaks at (a) 40eV and (b) l8leV in the

intensity-energy speotrwn ot the specular

LEEDbeam from the (100) surface of Copper.

The departure trom linearity ot the plot

for the lower energy peak is discussed in

the terl.
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lattice. Bo suoh deviations trom linearity are apparent in the Debye

plot for the peak at the rather higher energy ot lSleT reproduoed in

figure 6.2-3(b). The temperature soale in thi. oase i8 muohahorter than

in the Debyeplot for the lower energy peak, sinoe, bY'the time the

temperature has reached 700Ox, the l8leT peak has all but diaappeared into

the back8roundintensity, and errors have beoomeproportionately larger.

This virtual disappearanoe ot higher energy peaks at higher temperature,

is, of oourse, due to the speoifio energy dependenoeot the Debye-Waller

tactor, and is not neoessarily- due to a higher Debyetemperature. A.

tar as 1DJq' be determined, there i8 no .ignitloant variation in the

temperature at whioh these anharmonioetfeots beoomenotioeable with

difterent diftraction oonditions.

Both these Debyeplots showdata pointa derived trom intenaity-energy

speotra. taken ..i th energr Beans in both direotions, and in each case , no

really signitioant difterenoes can be deteoted between the two sets ot data,

indioating that the var;ring temperature across any one scan is not introducing

any serious distortion into the results.

The derivation ot a Debyetemperature trom such Debyeplots ~qu1res the

exercise ot a little care. The tirst point to note is that due to the

curvature ot the plot at higher temperatures, the derived DebJe temperature

is related to the gradient of the linear, low temperature portion ot the

curve. Seocm4Q-,the expression tor the Deby'e.temperature .peoifioally

includes the energy ot the inoident eleotrons, ~d thia, u we bave

mentioned earlier i. in itself temperature depen~t it we an alwqa to

remain on a diftraction ·.z1llma. ~ in 1t..lt w111Jntzro4uo.& .1i&ht

curnture into the :0.",. plot, wtUob 1" .We .. f ,. .. 110ft 48ft 1A
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energy as the temperature is increased, in the oppos1te direction to the

our'l'ature introduced bf anharmonicitY'. This ertect il TerT small hORTer,

and we ignore it in the nbsequent discussion, and use the roomtemperature

value ot the peak energy in evaluating Debyetemperature.

FinallY', with regard to the evaluation ot Debyetemperatures trom Debye

plots, the expression tor the Debfe temperature, which 1s, inserting LEED

parameters into equat10ns 6.2-2 and 6.2-3·
2152.84 E c:s e 6 T~l1n I)• (6.2 - 5)

contain. the energy and angle of inoidence ot the eleotrons inside

the crystal. As we have mentioned at several points in this thesiS, we

have not madeany corrections tor the inner potential ot the crystal, since

we do not have &8 yet any independent estimates ot its JII8.8!litude. The

ettect ot including an inner potential is to increase the etfective energy

of the eleotron inside the lattice, and to decrease its angle ot incidence.

Obviously, in.erting such correotions into equation 6.2-5 will makea
difterence to the absolute magnitude ot the calculated eftective Deb,ye

temperature. Indeed, if the inner potential is Ali: eV, then the correotion

to e; is the multiplicative tactor

(1 + flEE) (1 - ¥ tan2e) (6.2 - 6)

assuminga Snell's Law we ot bo'lmda.r;rcorrection. An inner potential

ot l5eV, a micallY' used sort ot value, operative on a diffraction peak at

30eVfor a normally incident electron beamwould"therefore increase the

oalculated Deb,yetemperature by about 2~, but this correction deoreases

rapidly with increasing energy and angle ot incidence. Since we shall be

more interested in the detailed variation in the magnitudes of Debye

temperatures with diftraction conditions rather than with their absolute
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magnitudes, we ignore such ettects, but they should be borne in mind in

oomparisonswith other work.

Errors quoted in the values ot Debyetemperatures derived trom Debyeplots

in this work are simply obtained trom the scatter ot data points about the

straight line which has been titted to the low temperature part ot the

ourve by eye. other errors whioh oould be introduced throUgh the energy-,

angle ot inoidence and temperature terms in Equation 6.2-5 are assumed

small comparedto those derived in this manner.

Wenowturn to examining the detailed values ot Debyetemperature obtained

in the mannerdisoussed above for many of the peaks in the intenslty-energy'

spectra ot the speoular beamtrom the (100) surface of copper.

A comprehensive list of these Debyetemperatures is presented in Table 6.1.

From this table, it will be observed that the Debye temperatures cover a

wide range ot values. There are two relationships between these values

and the ditfraotion conditions whiohwe examine, namely the variation ot

the Debyetemperature with energy' at a oonstant angle of inc~dence, and the

variation ot Debyetemperature with angle of inoidence at a constant energy'.

The first relationship is important, since this is the one which has otten

been used in the past to study the variation in atomic vibrations with

depth into the crystal, and to draw conolusion. about the penetration depth

of the eleotrons themselves. Simple kinematical. theory tells us that

Bragg peaks ot successively higher orders represent scattering from l~ers

deeper and deeper into the orystal. Thus the Debyetemperatures for such

peaks will be low tor the lower order :Bragg peaks and will incnue to the



TABLE 6.1
Measured Eftective Debye Temperature tor Cu (100)

Angle ot Energy Debra Temp. Angle or Energy DebY8 Temp.Incidence (eV) ( K) . Incidence (eV). ( K)

6 29 210 + 11 11 41 217 ± 36 37 235 ± 4 11 95 245 .:!: 26 52 221 + 56 61 261:± 9 12 35 175 + 36 76 211 + 5 12 42 210 "+36 90 228:± 5 12 95 239"+ 26 105 221 + 4 12 176 284 "+36 128 260 :±3 12 214 263:; 56 161 290 .:!: 4 12 280 288 i 26 179 250 + 46 219 260 "+5 13 35 312.::t 96 277 298 i 3 13 42 202 ± 46 401 291 ± 4 13 97 247.::t 26 556 351 ± 9
14 36 277 ± 67 30 195.::t 8 14 44 212 ± 4

7 38 222 .:!: 3 14 97.5 249 .:!: 37 90 311.::t 5 14 180 271 + 3
7 105 222 + 4 14 284 289 ± 4
7 128 248 i 3 15 36 243 + 38 30 192 + 4 15 98 246 i 28 38 229 ± 68 92 307 .:!: 3 16 41 234.± 58 106 215 + 4 16 100 254.± 38 129 265"+ 4 16 181 250 .::t 28 175 281 ± 58 216 259 ± 5 17 38 223 + 6
8 279 297 .:!: 3 17 100 248 i 2
9 39 227 + 4 18 39 218 + 3
9 93 246 ± 3 18 55 218 i 4
9 107 215 .:!: 3 18 100.5 249.± 2
9 129 250 ± 4 19 39 213.±3.10 40 191 .±4 19 55 229.± 410 94 255 ± 2 19 87 232.::t 310 106 234 + 2 19 101.5· 253 + 3- -10 130 250 + 310 175 288 "+3 20 39 203 + 310 215 267 i 3 20 54 196± 310 280 299 .:!: 3 20 87.5 241 + 320 102 262 i 3
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bulk value tor the higher order :Braggpeaks. It is rather more d1tficult

to S81~ priori what the simple multiple scattering theories can tell us

a.bout the Debyetemperatures of non-:Bragglike peaks, sinoe these w11l

depend on the precise multiple scattering mechanismsinvolved. It we

assume that the total meanfree path of the electrons in the crystal depends

only on the energy ot the electron and is independent of the numberot

elastic scatterings it has undergone, the multiple scattering peaks will

.arise from scatterings nearer the surface than the nearby' Br88'gpeaks.

The atomic vibrations governing the thermal behaviour ot these peaks will

then be a mixture ot vibrations normal to the surface larger than those

relating to nearby Bragg peaks and vibrations parallel to the surface which

1IJB3 or mI!J.Y not be larger in amplitude than the normal vibrations rela.ting

to those Bragg peaks, and might even be smaller. Thus the preoise

behaviour ot any one peak will be determined by the details ot the mixture

ot these vibrations, and could give a Deb,.. temperature either larger or

smaller than that tor nearby Bragg peaks. A full multiple scattering

analysis, however, tells us that all peaks in the intenslty'-energy spectrum

are to be regarded as being madeup trom oontributions from many different

multiple scattering events, so we cannot theretore prediot.the behaviour ot

the Deb,yetemperature as a function of energy.

Figures 6.2-4 through 6.2-8 showthis function tor tive given angles ot

incidence, and closely similar results could be shownfor other angles.

The bulk:Debyetemperature of 322±22~ derived £romX-rq data40) is

indicated by the horizontal dashed line. Themost striking feature ot

each of these figures i8 the extreme variability ot the Debyetemperature

trom peak to peak, in sharp contrast to muchof the published work. Even

it we select those peaks which lie close to the expected kinematical Bragg



Figures 6.2-4 The Debye temperatures measured tor various
to 6.2-8 peaks in the intensit.r-energy speotrum ot the

speoular LEED beam trom the (100) surface ot

oopper plotted as a funotion ot peak energy
tor the angles or inoidenoe or 6°, 8°, 10°,
120 and 200 respeotivelT. In eaoh Figure,
the short arrows at the top or the panel
indicate the kinematical Bragg scattering
conditions at that angle.. In Figure 6.2-4,

the horizon tal dashed line represents the bulk

X-ray DebTe temperature ot 322~.
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peaks, .e do not get a smoothvariation from low values gradually rising

to meet the bulk value. The bulk Talue ii, indeed, only reaohed in

Figure 6.2-4 where data has been extended to muohhigher energies than in

the other figures. Wilson has also observed this variab111t,v of Debye

temperature trom peak to peak in obsen'at10ns on Cr(lOO) and Mo(lOO)28)

and Lagally's resul ta on (Ill) ailver22) also exhibit this behaviour,

whioh he wrongly interprets as being due to the temperature induced peak

. ahUts, an etfect tor which he made no allowanoe in taking hia data.

W11son's results indicate that tor nominal Bragg peaks, the measured

value ot Debye temperature 1s some.hat higher than the looal values.

This is by no meansas unambiguouslydefined tor the results presented

here. For exaaple, if the (800) Bragg oondit10n 1s at 181eVat 60, are

.e to regard the experimental peak: at 17geVor that at 161eVas the

nominal Bragg peak? The former peak has a very muohlower Debye

temperature than the latter. Other examples may be pioked out trom these

....results where the peak nearest the Bragg condition does not have a looal

ma.:rlmum in the Debye temperature.

Just about all we oan 1n' tact S8¥ about these results 18 that the ertective

Debyetemperatures trend towards higher values as the energy ot the

inoident eleotrons is increased, eventually saturating at the bulk value -

whioh 1s shownrather by Wilson's results than by those presented here,

where the required energies appear to be somewhatlarger - but that extreme

looal variations ooour.

Tul.'ningnow to examination or the seoond relationship that wementioned

above, namely, howdoes the measuredTalue ot Debye temperature va:rywith
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angle of incidence at a given incident energy? Rather than using a
strictly constant incident energy, what we choose to look at is in fact
the variation of Debre temperature for a given diffraction peak as it
moves through~-space as the angle.of incidence is varied. We select
such peaks by picking out on the ~-spaoe plot series of peaks which appear
to lie on the same loci, and may be thought to have the same diffraction
origin.

Simple kinematical and simple multiple scattering theory would in fact
tell us that they did have the same origin, i.e. the same scattering
vector. Thus we would expect there to be not much variation in the Debye
temperature ot a given peak as it moves through!-space.

The loci of the groups of peaks chosen are indicated an the !-space plot
ot the intensity-energy spectrum ot the specular beam from Cu(lOO) which
is reproduced in Figure 6.2-9. In Figure 6.2-10 through 6.2-16. we plot
the measured Debye temperatures tor the peaks lying along each locus
against the angle ot incidence. The actual energy of each peak is also
shown below the axis in each case. In no case is the De~e temperature
constant with the changing angle at incidence, and in most cases marked
local variations occur. For instance, in Figure 6.2-12, the peaks at 10

. SOand have apparent Debye teI!lperaturesvery much higher than the peaks
at the adjacent angles. No general trend is evident, however, in the data
for the various looi.

We shall postpone turther discussion ot the results tor this surtace until
we have presented the results tor the (Ill) surtace.



Figure 6.2-9 The _!-spaoe plot ot the Intensity-Energy

Speotrum ot the speoular tEED beam trom Cu( 100)
showing the peak 100i ohosen as disoussed in

the text tor the sequenoe ot data presented in

Figures 6.2-10 through 6.2-16.
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Figures 6.2-10 The variation of the measured Debye Temperatures
to 6.2-16 with angle of incidence for diffraction peaks

lying along the various loci indioated in
Figure 6.2-9.
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6.2.5 - MeasuredDebyeTemperatures for Cu(lll)

Muohthe sameeenera1 sort ot oommentsoan be madetor the Debyeplots

derived tor the various peaks in the intensity-energy spectra ot the

speoular beamfrom the (111) surface ot copper as were madetor those trom

the (100) surfaoe. The data available tor this surface is, however, much

sparser, and the Deby"etemperatures tor the lower energy-peaks are taken

trom the data ot Woodruffand Seah26)• It should be noted that in the

evaluation of Debyetemperatures, these authors ino1ude an inner potential

correction of l4eV, and to obtain strict continuity with our data, the

values quoted should be reduced by the factor given in equation 6.2-6.

Unfortunately, at these lower energies, the data does not extend to a high

enough temperature to enable us to observe if anharmonicity sets in tor

this surtace at the same temperature as tor the (100) surface.·

The measuredvalues ot Debyetemperatures tor this surtace are listed in

Table 6.2, those values obtained trom the data ot "oodrutf and Seah being

indicated by an asterisk.

In Figures 6.2-17 and 6.2-18 we plot the measuredvalues ot Debye

temperatures as a tunction ot energy tor the angles of incidence ot 60

and 140 respeotively, and Figure 6.2-20 showsan angular plot similar to

those plotted tor the (100) surtaoe tor the locus BR', ahown'in Figure

6.2-19. Unfortunately, the limited data restricts us to these three

separate plots •

.11though the available data for this surtace is muohmore 11m!ted than

that tor the (100) surtace, it is evident that the overall behaviour of



TULE 6.2

Measured Effective Debye Temperatures for Cu (111)

Angle of Incidence Energy (eV) Debye Temp. (CX)
.."".

*6 25 244 ± 5
*6 ,67 278 ± 5
*6 130 270 t 5
*6 211 279 t 56 209 277 t 8
6 420 337 t 11
8 212 263 ± 68 308 311 t 38 424 298 ± 7

10 210 270 ± 4 .10 314 318 ± 9
*14 23 241 ± 5*14 58 268 ± 5*14 128 265 ± 5*14 142 275 ± 5*14 212 279 ± 514 300 297 :t 514 318 306 :t 414 340 276 ± 8
16 214 261 ± 316 243 263 :t 3
17 212 237 ± 817 242 276 ± 5
18 212 225 :t 518 240 276 ± 4
20 238 269 ± 4

* Data of Woodruff and Seah26)• These values of Debye Temperatures
inalude an Inner Potential Correation ot 14eV.,



Figures 6.2-17 The Debye Temperatures measured tor various

and 6.2-18 peaks in the intensity-energy spectrum ot the

specular LEED beam trom the (111) surface ot

copper plotted as a tunction ot peak energy

tor the angles ot incidence ot 60 and 140

respectively. In these Figures, the tull

circles represent points taken trom the data

of Woodruff and Seah, and include an inner

potential correotion ot 15eV.
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Figure 6.2-19 The_!-space plot ot the intensity-energy .

speotrum ot the speoular LEED beam trom

Cu(111) showing the peak loous EH' ohosen

tor Figure 6.2-20.
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the measuredDebyetemperatures as a funotion of the diffraction parameters

is veri similar to that tound for the (lOO) surface, in that it is

apparently rather randomin detail, but with the samesort ot pneral

trends, i.e. inoreasing Debyetempe~ature with energy, but only reaching

the bulk value at oomparatively high energies.

6.2.6 - Disoussion

Given the results presented in the previous seotion, what oonolusions oan

we draw? As we have seen, the behaviour ot the Debyetemperatures as a

funotion of energy, and in partioular, as a funotion ot angle ot inoidenoe

is at varianoe with the prediotions ot kinematioal and pseudo-kinematioal

models ot LEED,and oonstitutes yet another demonstration of the tundamentall,.

dynamioalnature of the tEED process.

The apparently randombehaviour ot the Debye'temperature with snergy of

the inoident eleotrons has been interpreted by Wi1son28)as being due to

eleotrons near Bragg soattering oonditions having greater extinotion

distanoes than those turther awaytrom the Bragg oonditions, so that these

electrons sample the atomio vibrations at a greater depth within the orystal

and thus have Debyetemperatures whiohare morebulk-like in oharacter, or

as being due to multiple scattering effeots. As we have pointed out,the

former type of behaviour is by no meansas olearly demonstrated in this

work, and so we are led to the oonolusion that the apparently random

behaviour of the Debyetemperature as a function,ot ditfraotion oonditions,

superimposedon the general trend towards higher values as the energy ot

the incident electrons inoreases, is essentially a feature ot the dynamioal

nature ot the tEED process.
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This conclusion is consistent with the recent theoretical discussion ot

the ettects ot including lattice vibrations into an inelastio oollision

modelcalculation presented by Laramoreand Du]ce36) ~ where they tind that

the Debyetemperatures calculated tor various peaks in their theoretical

speotra depend in a sensitive wa:yon the precise nature ot the d1ttraotion

parameters operating.

Current LEEDtheories based on the various multiple scattering approaches

showthat any given diffraction peak is, in general, the 8UDID8.tionot tlux

soattered in manydUferent dUtraction processes, and that changing the

diftraction parameters slightly can vary the detailed nature ot suoh peaks

by summingover a dUterent d1ttraction series, without, however, greatly

al tering the observed overall protile ot the diftraction peak in the

intend ty-energy spectrum. Sinoe, however, the thermal behaviour ot a

diftraction peak is govemed by the precise nature ot each ot the soattering

. processes contributing to the obseNed peak, ft is not tmr8uonable that

small changes in the dUtraotion parameters can give rise to~uoh apparently

disproportionately large changes in the thermal behaviour.of the peak.

Wetherefore conclude that it is at present ertJ:e-17 speculat~ve to try

to draw any specUio oonclusions about the nature ot surface atOlllvibrations,

el';ctron penetration depths, etc., !rom temperature dependent LEED data,

but that the experimentally- observed values ot Debyetempera\~s should ..

be regarded as a useful experimental parameter ot .the LEEDproblem, and

will provide a sensitive test of the accuracy ot any theory.

Nevertheless, as wementionedearlier, the lowest observed value of the

Debyetemperature tor any ot the diftraotion peaks in the 1ntensity-energ(
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speotra ought to set a lower l1mi t on the amplitude of vlbra tlon of the
surtaoe atoms in the surfaoe normal direotion. Applying this oriterion
to these two surtaces therefore gives a value of the ratio at the root
mean square amplitude at vibration ot the surtace atoms to that at the
bulk at at least (1.84 ~ 0.16) for the (100) surface, and ot (1.34 ~ 0.14)
tor the (Ill) surtaoe.

It is ot interest to note betore oonoluding the disoussion on Debye
temperatures that Horstmann4l) in studying the effeots ot t~mperatu:re on
the intenBi ties of the diffraotion rings produoed by high ener87 eleotrons
(5lkeV) passing through polyorystalline aluminium tilms observed a similar
type of behaviour to that whioh we have desoribed he:re. Ratherthan
redefining the Debye temperature as is the normal praotioe in tEED work,
he assumes, sinoe the eleotrons are essentially sampling the bulk
vibrations only, that the Debye-'Naller factor is redetined as - oI.gWinstead
of -ZS. He then finds that for those refleotions whose intensity oan be
adequately oaloulated within the framework of a kinematioal analysis, that
0< is in fact usually tairly 010S8 to 2. However, tor thoBe retleotions
g .

where a dynamioal oaloulation is required in the intensity ,analysis, the
values ot O<g differ sienifioantly from 2 in a rather random manner. In

one case , he even shows a value ot 0( whioh is negative, implying that theg

~tensity ot this ring in fact inoreases as the temperature is inoreased,
an effeot whioh has not yet been observed in tEED. He can, however,
within the tramework ot the :relatively simpler dynamioal oaloulations
required in high energy eleotron diffraotion arrive at estimates at 0(. .. g

whioh are in good agreement with the experimentally observed values.
These results again confirm that the variability ot the Debye temperature
is essentially a feature of the dynamioal nature of the process ot eleotron
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dU'fraction, and indioate that proper calculations of temperature

dependent LEEDintensities may well be able to reproduce the experimental

results. A prel1m1nar,yresult of one such oalculation will be disoualed

6.3 - TheEffects of Temperature on PeakWidths and Shapes

. 20 42)It has been noted by previous authors' that the widths of diffraction

peaks remain relatively oonstant from liquid nitrogen temperatures to

almost the melting point of the orystal, and this is bome out in the

present work. In the cases where a diffraction peak is very wide due

to its being composedot one or moreunresolved narrower peaks (within

the limits of the envelope concept discussed in g 2.4.5), the individual

peaks mayhave different De'byetemperatures, and so as the temperature

varies, the ratio ot the peak heights ot the ~dividual componentsmar
vary, resulting in an overall change in the shape of the composite peak.

Such variations maylead to rather better resolution of the ccmponents

or such peaks at higher or lower temperatures, especially if combined

with differential thermally induced peak shifts. Apart from this rather

special case, however, for an apparently single diffraction peak in the

1ntensity-enerB'1 spectrum, the peak width (NHM)is virtually independent
-r"4ft.1e of

or temperature over the~temperatures used tn this work.

Similarly, for apparently single peaks in the !ntensi ty-energy spectra,

the peak shape, or line profile, is independent of temperature. This

is illustrated in Figure 6.3-1 for the large diftraction peak at 96eV

at an angle of incidenoe of 130 in the spectrum from Cu(lOO). The upper



Figure 6.3-1 The upper trace is the protile in energy

space ot a diftraction peak at 97eVand an

angle ot incidenoe ot 130 in the intensity--

energy spectrum ot the speoular LEE» beam

trom the (100) surface ot copper at a temperature

ot about 70<X,and the lower trace is the

protile ot the samediftraction peak at about

390~. The open circles are derived tram
•the upper trace in the mannerdescribed in.the

text.

'. .
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curve is the trace ot the protile at soCX above roomtemperature and the

lower trace is the protile ot the samepeak:measured at "37001{ above room

temperature, a range in temperature over which the Debyeplot is linear.

The open circles are then derived trom the upper curve in the tollowing

manner.

Let the ooordinates ot any point on the upper trace be (Ii ,Ii). Then

the coordinates ot the open cirole (E~i) corresponding to the point (Ei,Ii)

are given by the transtormation

E'i
I'
i •

(6.3 - 1)

where AT is the temperature ditference between the two traces

.and @Dis the Debyetemperature measured tor the maximum ot. the

diffraction peak. The reduction in the energy coordinate otleV is the

observed temperature induoed peak shift ot the maximum~r the temperature

range used. In other words, the open circles are derived trom the upper

curve by multiplying the intensity ot the upper curve at each point by the

Debye-Wallerfactor assuming that the Dabyetemperature is WlchangedacroSB

the peak, but taking into acoount its energy dependence, and then bod11y

shifting the derived ourve through the observed shitt in eDergyoftha peak

maximum in this temperature range.

The tit of the open ciro1es to the experimentally measuredcurve at this

temperature is very good, indicating both that the peak shape is almost

independent ot temperature, and that the Deb;yatemperature is a constant

aerees the peak, or at least any o~s in the one are very etteotive1y
,

oompensatedfor by changes in the other. Similar tits oanbe obtained

tor other well isolated peaks in the spectra.
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Wetheretore oonoludethattbe aha.peot d1ttraotion peaks in energy Spa.o8
' .. -',

i8 independent ot temperature, i.e. the shape is not primarily detemlned'

bY'the phononscattering. MoICinneY'has demonstrated5) that the abape ot,

a diftraction beam in real space is also unattected by the temperature ot

the sample, so we ma;y conclude that increasing the density ot phonon. in

the sample attects ,only the distribution ot intensity within a profile,

whosegeneral shape is determined by the rigid lattice dittraction.

6.4 - Temperature Induced Peak Sh1tts

6.4.1 - The Causes ot Peak Sh1tts

There are' several ba.sic ettects which can lead to a ch8nge in' poaition '

in 'energy space of a dif'fraction peak in the !ntensi ty-enargy ,spectra as

the temperature ot the specimen is altered, and the more important ot these

have been discussed' in det~l by Woodruttand seah26). '

The tirst and most obvious contribution ls that due to the expansion in

La.r'am' ore' and ~.,_36)the crptal lattice as the temperature is,inoreased. ' .uUAII:J
. '-. '.

have shownthat, within the context ot their calculationa, increas1ngthe

lattice parameter ot, the model orystal without otherwise altering the

soattering properties movesthe d1f'f'raotion maxima to loWerenergie. without

changing the distribution of intensity within the overall d1tf'raction
, '

profile. Measurementof' such sh1f'ts oan theretore 'in principle be used to'

study the lattice expansion of' the crystal, and,especially any ditterential

expansion occurring near the surtace ot the crystal. Wilson and Bastow29)

bave shownthat utilising a kinematical model tor the dittraction prooess,

an etteotive linear expansion ooetf'icient,o(. oan be derived. It E is
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the energy ot the dittraction peak trom which tbe coetticient is to be

derived, then

0( • (6.4 - 1)
)E .wbere rT is the rate ot change ot the energy of the diffraction peak

w1th temperature.

Er Btu~1ng such eftective linear expansion coetticients in detail tor the
diffraction peaks in a number of intensity-energy spectra, Wilson and
Bastow29) draw conclusions as to the nature of the interatomic potential
near the surface of the crystal. However, there are other effects g1ving
rise to temperature induoed peak shifts whioh they do not appear to consider.

As is well known, the work tunction ot a surface 1s a temperature dependent
quantitr, and for copper, the change in, work function with temperature for
the low index faces has been studied by Blevis and Crowel143). Their
results for the (100) and (111) surfaces are shown in Figure 6.4-1, and
show that as the temperature is raised, the work function decreases. This
therefore also causes the diffraotion peaks to move to lower energies as the
temperature 1s increased, so this shift must be subtracted from the
experimentally observed peak shifts.

26)Woodruft and Seah also consider an apparent peak shift introduced due
to the energy dependence of the Debye-Waller t'actor across 'any one
diffraction peak. They show that it'the peale 'profile is Gaussian in shape,
then a peak shift AE is introduced where

(6.4 - 2)
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(100)
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(111)

100 300 500 700
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Figure 6.4-1. The data ot Blevis and Crowel143.) on the change ot

work function (~+)ot the (lOO) and (111) taoes of
copper with increasing temperature.
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where E is the energy of the peale

Ei is the width (F'RHM) of the peale

t:.T is the temperature range oonsidered

and ZiI is the Debye...Wal;Lerfactor at energy E and temperature T.

This apparent shift, which is again to lower energies as the temperature is

increased, is ot comparableJD88Xli tude to the work funotion ahUts, and

ahould also be subtracted from the observed peak shUt. It is assumedin

deriving equation 6.4-2 that the Debyetemperature acroas a diffraction peak

is constant, which is as we saw in the" last section a good'usumption.

There are other possible sources ot peak shifts whichwe shculd mention

here, but will nct consider in detail due to the complexities involved•

.Asthe crystal lattice expands, the density ot the f1'8e electron gas in the

crystal will be decreased, and the details of its !nhomoseneitynear the

tree surface mq well be changed. This therefore mq weU lead to the

interaction of the injected electron with the tree electron gaa being

al tered. In other worda, the inner potential and the meantree path ot

the injected electrons ma1 well be temperature dependent. Additionally,

the precise scattering mechanismsinvolved in any one diftracticn peak ~

change, as the lattice vibrations increase. For instance, it is known

that the higher partial waves beoomemore important in the diffraction

series. These are at present totally unknown quantities, and mar well

atfect the peak positions in an unknownmanner. The extent. ot their

signUioance must await the advent ot more refined calculation ••

6.4.2 - Experimental Values cf Peak Shifts

Experimentally, it is observed that most peaks tend to ahift towards lower
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energies as the temperature ot the sample is increased. In a te. cases,
however, a peak 11'111remain at the same energy over the temperature ranse
used here, or may even remain at a constant energy at the lower end of the
temperature range but shitt to lower energies as the temperature gets a
bit higher. .All three types ot behaviour are e%hibited Qccasionally by
difterent peaks.in the Bame Bet ot spectra, BO these more unusual etfeots
are not an artefact introduced by inBtabi1ities in the apparatus. In no
case however, has a peak been observed to move to higher energies as the
temperature is increased.

However, sinee trom these ezperimental peak shitts we have to subtract the
shifts due to both the change in work function ot the specimen and to the
apparent Debye-Waller shift, it is apparent that we can arrive at values
ot the efteotive linear expansion coetficient which are either positive

. Ior negative - or even both in different temperature regimes - when we
oonsider different diffraction peaks. In Figure 6.2-1, the moat oommon
trend - towards lower energies - can be clearly observed.

The peak shifts are in general very small, most oClllll0l11yot, the order ct
one cr two eleotron volts tor a temperature range ot 5000(, but for a
high ener8'1peak may reach as much as 5eV. Thus any small instabilities
in the aooalerating potentials ot the electron gun, etc., can cause
signiticant errors in the data. The data points on a graph of peale shift
against temperature tend theretore to be somewhat scattered, but it ia
usually possible to tit a straight line by eye to the data. Errors are
assessed in this case by varying the tit of this line between plausible
limits, and are therefore rather large.
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~ecaule ot the smallness ot the peak sh1f'ta, their overall etfect on the

protUe ot an !ntensity-energy spectrum is of seoondary importance, but

can obvioU8l~makea diftereno. whentrying to determine such quanti tie.

as inner potential corrections - especially at high energies. Neverthelesl,

it would be untrui ttul to provide vast tables ot measuredpeak shifts as a

tunction ot temperature tor all the peaks appearing in the intensi~-en.r8Y

spectra studied here. Whatwe theretore present here is the results

obtained tor certain ot the peaks, chosen to illustrate the general trenda

ot the data (or, more acourately, the pnerallack ot trends in the data).

Tabl. 6.3 lists respect1vel~ the observed "raw" peak shitts, the shift

corrected tor the change in work function, the .bitt corrected tor thia

and tor the Deb~-Ifaller shUt, and tinallY' the ettective linear expansion

coeftioient denTed trom the tully-corrected peak shitt tor aomeot the

peaks in the intensi~-energy speotrum ot 'the specular beamtrom (100)

. oopper. Since the work funotion shitt is non-linear. and th1a baa been

allowed tor in prooeeding trom the "raw" data, it ls striot~ speaking
,

inoorrect to draw .traight lines throush the data points tor both "raw"

shitts and work-function shUts, but owingto the scatter !ri. the data,

this is a retinement whiobwe shall ignore here. Figure 6.4-2 showsa

typical sequence ot data tor one diffraction peak.

In Figure 6.4-3 we showthe linear expansion coefficient as & fUnotion ot. .
peak energy for peaks in the intenBity-energy spectrum at an angle ot

incidence of 60• and the _an bulk expansion coettioient of 20x 10-6 ~-l

is taken froll the tables of Kaye and Laby44). Figure 6.4-4 show. the.e

coefficients tor the peak. in the spectrumwhioh li. along the locus CC'

ot Figure 6.2-9 as a tunotion ot angle ot inoidence, and finally



TULE·· 6.3

Temperature Induced Peak Shirts tor Cu (100)

e Ep en 1. 2. 3. 4.

6 29 210 :t 1 19.6 t 4.6 9.0 % 2.1 5.1 % 1.2 6.6 t 2.0 '
6 37 235 t'4 .16.6 % 3.9 9.1 t 2.1 7.2 % 1.6 9.7 t 2.2
6 52 221 % 5 63.0 % 6.3 45.5 % 4.5 41.0 t 3~9 39.4 %3.6
6 61 261 ± 9 36.6 t 4.0 29.4 t 3.4 24.8 %3.1 20.3 ±2.5
6 76 211 t 5 12.3 ± 6.1 6.6 t3.1 4.3 t 2.2 ' 2.9 t 1.5
6 105 221 % 4 58.6 % 7.2 49~3 % 6.1 46.0 % 5.5 .21.9 % 2.6
6 128 260 % 3 48.5 % 24.1 35.2 % 15.1 14.4 % 6.5 5.6 % 2.6
6 161 290 % 4 0 % 1.2 -10.0 % 2.1 -16.2 % 3.4 ':'5.0% 1.0
6 179 250 % 4 98.3 % 13.3 85.0 ± 10.3 72.0 % 8.9 20.1 % 2.5
6 219 260 ± 5 128.0 % 11.3 106.7 % 8.1 90.0 % 6.6 20.5 % 1.5
6 277 298 % 3 56.0 :t4.2 46.7:t 3.0 46.6 :t2.6 6.4 :to.5
6 401 291 % 4 193.3% 6.6 190.6 :t6.1 169.3:t 7.2 '36.3 :t1.5 .
7 90 311 % 5 18.6 %4.1 16.0 ± 3.3 12.8 ± 2.6 ,7.1:!:1.5
8 92 307 % 3 39~4 ± 5.7 35.5%4.5 32.0 :t3.9 +.17.4 - 2.3
9 93 246 % 3 41.3 % 5.8 37.3:t 4.7 32.0 %·4.0 17.3 %2.3

10 94 256 % 2 46.6 ± 4.9 41.3 ± 4.0 35.3 :!:3.4 18.8 :t 1.8
11 95 245 ± 2 38.4 :t6.3 30.9 :t5.1 24.5 %4.0 12.9 :t2.1
12 95 239 :I: 2 37.2 % 5.9 ··29.6:t4.6 22.4 :t3.6 11.6 :!:1.9
13 97 247 :I: 2 41.2:1:6.4 . 32.0 % 5.1 25.4 ± 4.0 13.1:t 2.1

"
14 97.5 249 % 3 38.3 :I: 5.1 30.5 % 3.9 24.5 ± 3.1 12~6 :t1.6

In the table, a is •the angle ot incidence. Bp the energy and 0n the
Debye temperature ottha peak. Co1uml is the'"raw" peak ahUt,
column 2 the shift corrected tor work function shift only, and colum 3
the shirt corrected tor both work funotion and Debye-Waller ahitts, all
in units ot 10-4eV ex-1• Column 4 is the derived linear expansion
coefficient in units of10-6~-1.
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rigure 6.4-2. Sequence ot data tor the ahift in energy ot a
diffraction peak at 97.5eV in the Intensity-Energy
Spectrum tram Cu(100). The croaeea are for a ecan
with decreasing energy, and the cirolea tor a Bcan
with increaaing energy. The corrections :are applied
aa disoussed 1n the te%t.



Figure 6.4-3 The derived linear expansion ooettioients tor
. . .

'.various peaks in the Intenaity-Energy Speotrum
trom the (lOO) surtaceof oopper at an angle ot

incidenoe of 60 &$ a function of peak energy.
The ho~zontal dashed line indioates the bulk
linear e%pansion ooeftlcients,and the short
arrows at the top ot the frame ahow the kinematioal
Bragg scattering oonditions.

, Figure 6.4-4 The derived linear expansion coeffioients-tor
peaks lying along the.locus CC' ot 'igure-6.2-9
as a tunction of angle of incidence.

rigure 6.4-5 Temperature-induoed peak shitts tor various peaks
in the Intensity-Energy Spectruatrom the'(100)
surtaceot oopper as a tunotion otthe Debye temp-
erature ot that peak.
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Figure 6.4-5 show. the peak shift eorreoted tor work function only tor

allot the ninet.en peak. as a funotion ot the Debye temp.rature ot thel.

peaks. It is dif'ticul t to pick out any trenda in any of' the,e tigure"

since in no case il a:tl7 conlistent behaviour observabl., oth.r than to

note that the. derived linear expansion coetficients are certainl,ot the

correct order of' m.a8n1 tude.

From this rather randombehaviour ot the peale shUts as a function ot the

dUf'raction parameters, we theretore conclude that they are in themselves

intimately bound up with the deta:ils ot .the dUf'raotion procell, so that

trying to proceed from this data to estimates ot surface lattice expanSions

and interatomic potentials is somewhathuardoua.

6.5 - An Interesting Thermal Effect

An interesting etfect was observed in the LEED!ntensi v-energy lpectrum

trom Cu(lOO)when the specimenwas heated, and thil has been reported in

the literature31). Figure 6.5-1 Ihows a small lection ot the intensit.r-

energy Ipectrum in the energy ran,. 20 - 50eVf'or angles otO

incidence

11_140• These peaks are part ot the "Ipli t" (400) nominal Bragg peale

discussed at length in § 5.2 In Figures 6.5-2 through 6.5-5 are .hewn
the intensit.y-energy spectra at tour angle. ot incidence as a turiction of'

temperature. In the case ot the spectrum at 12.50 inoidenC*, what was

at room temperature a doublet ot roU8hlY' equal 1lltenlitie. i8 markedly

d1fferent at higher temperatures, and in the oases ot the 110 and 120

Ipectra, the ratio ot the intensities ot the two elementa ot the doublet

pasael through unity in thia temperature rtm8't. The Deb:retemperature

tor theae peakl oan be tound in Table 6.1.
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Figures 6.5-2 The intensity"-energy spectrum ot the

to 6.5-5 specular LEEDbeamfrom the (100) surface

ot copper as a function of temperature in

the energy range 20-50eVat angles ot

incidence ot 11°, 12°, l2~5° and 13°

respeotively.
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In view ot the rapid change in the intensit,y-energy spectrum with angle

ot inoidenoe, i~ might be thought that the eftect ia a apurious one,

perhaps caused by someslight rotation of the specimen due to the speoimen

holder warping as it cooled. That the effect maynot thus be readily

explained away in terms of a real change in the angle ot inoidenoe ia

interred from the reproduoibility ot the effect and its ooourrence on

both sides of the surface normal.

The etfect may be explained simply in terms of the dependenceot Debye

temperatures on the precise diffraction meohanisMsoperating, even though

we do not knawthese precise mechanisms.

Very reoently, Holland has pertormed someoaloulations45) on the effeots

of including thermal vibrations into an inelastic oollision model analysis

of this particular B1stem,using a very crude model tor the system.

Brietly, be uses the phase shifts calculated lor copper by Capart46) to
oaloulate the rigid lattice soattering ot the eleotrons, and then bu11ds

in the thermal vibrations through an Einstein modelwith the Einstein

temperature chosen as three quarters ot the value of the bU+k value of

the Debyetemperature. 1Ihis prooedure gives an Einstein trequency equal

to the average trequenoy ot the Deb~ephononspectrum. Even though only

the s-wave scattering is calculated, the general teatures of the measured

intensi v-energy speotra are reproduced. Figure 6.5-6, which should be

comparedwith Figure 6.5-1, shows the results of .this oaloulation. Apart

trom the o'byious discrepancy in angles, which is ,an artetaotintroduced

by ignoring the higher order phase shilts, the agre~ment 1s quite good.

What is really interesting hawever, is that the general changes whioh ooour

in the intensity-energy spectrum as the temperature 1s changed are reproduoed.



Figure 6.5-6. Part of the
Intensity-
Energy Speotrum
for eu(IOO)
calculated by
Holland. This
should be
compared with
the experimental
curves shown in
Figure 6.5-1.

50
Energy (aV)



Pigure 6.5-7 Comparison ot a measured, temperature-dependent
intensity-energy speotrum trom CU(100) at an angle
ot incidence ot 110 (lett hand panel) and a similar
speotrum caloulated tor an angle ot inoidence ot 40

by Holland (right hand panel). The discrepanoy in
the angles is due to the caloulation being pertormed
within the tramework ot'a purely s-yave analysis.
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This is shown in Figure 6.5-7 where the experimental 110 ourve is shown
o

b•• ide the theoretioal 4 ourve. Al though there is some disorepanoy in

detail, the qualitative reproduotion of the experimental results is
remarkable in view of the orudity of the model. These preliminary
oalculations are very' enoouraging, indicating that taking into account
the thermal vibrations in a tull calculation should have a good chance
of reproduo~ the experimental detail.

6.6 - Summary and Conclusions

What we have seen in this chapter is that the effects ot temperature on
the intensity-energy spectra, and hence on the details of the LEED process,
vary somewhat strikingly tram the prediotions of a kinematical model ot

the scattering process. The most important effect of inoreasing the
temperature 1s to dL~in1sh the intensity of ~he elastio fraction of the
scattered intensity, and hence to diminish the intensity of the peaks in
the intensity-energy spectra. This diminution in intensity, which oan
be characterised in the case of each peak by an effective Debye temperature,
is not constant from peak to peak, so that the overall profile of the
intensity-energy speotrum is altered as the temperature .is changed.
Al though the overall shape of a single diffraction peak is unaltered as a
function ot temperature, the positions of the diffraction maxima change.
Suoh peak shifts are in themselves small enough to be ignored when
comparing theory with experiment, but they must be taken into account in
computing the Debye temperature for eaoh peale. However, beoause ot the
rather random dependenoe of both Debye temperatures and peak shitts on
the diffraction parameters, it is at present impossible to extract in any

consistent tashion values tor suoh properties of the crystal as surfaoe
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Figure6.6-l. Comparison between a measured room·temperature intensity-
energy speotrum (lower panel) and the same speotrum
extrapolated to OOK and normalised to the room
temperature spectrum as described in the text (upper
panel)
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atomvibrations and lattioe expansions trom temperature dependent tEED
data.

In the last ohapter, we presented an intensity-energy spectrum extrapolated

to absolute zero. This curve is redrawn in Figure 6.6-1 so that it ntay'

be compareddirect17 with the roomtemperature spectrum. The O~ curve

was o:btained by mu! tiplying the peaks in the roomtemperature curve by

the Debye-Wallertactor appropriate to that peak tor the temperature range

ot -3000K, using the measuredDebyetemperatures ot each peak, and then

the peaks at 35eVin each curve were normalised to each other (and to one

ot the peaks in the other sets of data discussed in the last chapter).

Peak shifts are, however, ignored. Themain difterenoes in the two curves

in Figure 6.6-1 are the expected relatively greater increases in the higher

energy peaks at the low temperature comparedto the lower energy peaks, due

to the energy dependenoeot the Debye-Wal1erfaotor, but there are also

changes in relative intensities or the peaks-whichoan be seen on olose

examination ot the figure.
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CBAPl'ER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

7.1 - Conolusions

The soope ot this thesis talls into two distinct sections, the work on the

nature ot the surtace required to produce a "good" LEEDpattem, and that

on the ettects ot temperature on the LEEDprocess. Both seotions, however,

are united in that they both throw doubt on previously held assumptions.

The first part demonstrated that the constraints on the perfeotion ot a

crystal surtaoe whiohwould produce a "good" LEEDpattern were muchle8s

rigorous than was previously supposed. In tact, only about 10J' ot the

"illuminated" surface need be contributi,ng to the observed pattem, and

this was discussed in terms ot the coherence ot the electron beam. The

second part examined in detail the etfects ot temperature on the intensity-

energy spectra ot the speoular tEED beamtrom two ot the low index taces

ot copper, looking at the changes in the protile ot such spectra as the

sample temperature varied. It showedthat the effects were tar trom

trivial, and that detailed experimental measurementsot the Debye temperatures

of the various dittraction peaks are required betore detailed comparison ot

theory with experiment is attempted, but that suoh tactors as peak shifts

are relatively less important tor such purposes. Contrary to the results

of many previous, less detailed studies, the data presented here showed

that it is as yet impossible to extract in any selt-oonsistent w&:'Jinformation

about such things as surtace atomvibrations, surface lattice expansion and

so on. The corpus ot work presented in Chapters 5 and 6, oonstitutes,

however, one ot the moat detailed sets ot experimental results at present

available againat which theories ot tEED may be measured•.
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7.2 - Suggestions tor Further Work

In order to provide a oomplete set ot tEED data on &n1 one system, it is
neoessar,y that the type ot results disoussed in this thesis should be

extended to all the non-specular dittracted beams, and it would be
adYaDtageous to measure absolute scattered intensities. Onoe suoh a set
ot data is available, model oaloulations "hich speoitioall;y include the
atomio vibrations could, in prinoiple, be used to eluoidate information
about such things as surtace atom 'V'ibrations,lattice expansion, interatomio
potentials and so on. Onoe these are lull;yunderstood, studies ot the
elastio intensit)" soattered to all points ot the Brillouin zone would be
expeoted to ;yield intormation on the soattering ot low energy electrons
b;ysurtace detects, eto.
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APPim)I.X Al

Determination ot Dtttraction Angles trom LJlED Photopphs

The geometr,r ot the eleotron optics and the optioal system us.dtor

photographing the dttf'raction patterns are, as shown 1nthe cUaeram.

Screen

Specimen Prinoip$1 Plane
ot CameraLens

Film

Weknowe • the angle subtended by the edee ot the tluoreloent soreeno . . .
at the centre ot cunature ot the grid-soreen system, 1'0' theradiua ot

ourvature ot the soreen. and benoe we know b. a is measured direotly. ~ 0 .
trom the photographic plate. The problem is to determine e, the angle

subtended by any dittraotion spot and the centre ot the soreen at the

centre ot curvature ot the screen (where we assume the speoimen to be) in

terms ot.! • the ratio ot the distanoe ot the diftraction sPot !rom theao .
centre ot the photograph to that ot the edee ot the soreen tram the centre.

In this wrq, we can ignore the magnttication ot the photograph we are using.

Fromsimilar triangles, we have

bt - ac • ar cos e
Hence cos e

The solution ot this equation requires a knowledge separately ot t, the
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distance between the principal point ot the oamera lens and the tilm,

and ot 0, the distanoe between the centre ot ourvature ot the soreen

and the prinoipa1 point ot the lens. These can be measured, and we

can prooeed from there.

However. it we do not wish to knowthe angles precisely •.we oan take

the distance 0 to be ot the order ot 5r, a t;rpioal tigure in this

laboratory. (It is in tact the ratio ot the speoimen-soreen di8tano~

·to the distance between the speoimenand the tront ot the viewing window).

We then have

sinB
ainBo • •

This can be solved tor tan ie to give

-1 + (1 + 0.15! )~
otan i 6 •

o 15.!• ao

It, .in addition. we allow the speoimen to be situated at a point whioh

is not the centre or ourvature ot the soreen, the analysis becomesvery

muohmore oomp1ioated, and a general solution cannot be determined.

In this case, it is better to 'calibrate' the screen in the manner

described in the main body ot the text.
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APPENDIX 12

Coherenoe Length, and Width8

Consider a beam or electrons or _an energy E and energr apreadflE emitte4

by an extended radiallT aymmetric 80urce o~ diameter Rand incident on a
target at a di.tanee L trOll the source. Let T be the point on tM target

on the axil of the 8Tatemand let the louree subtend a baU' angle 0{ at T.

'Source Target
..i

Take x and T &DS aB shown in the diagram.

The meanmagnitude p or the momentumJ! or the eleotron. i. tMngiven by

p - JiIiif

Thus the spread in p due to the energy .pread iD the beam i.

Consider now the momentumalong the x-axi.. p. The maximumftlue or P. 11.. x ..

• )2mB' (1 + t ~E )
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The minimum Talue of p Is thenx .

So the spread in p Is giTen byx

min
- px

1.e.

In a similar fashion, the spread in p Is given byr

b,p •y

Thus applying the Uncertainty Pr1l1ciple in its lim! ting form .

we 'get the minimumTalue of the coherence,lerigth /lx,

!:::.x • (A2 - 1)

and the coherence width lly is,

(A2 - 2)

In the case where R <.< L and AE« E, these equations reduce to

~x •

where f · RL · (A2 - 3)Ay •
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TheDebye- Waller J'actor

The derivation presented here is based mainly on the treatment given in

lfaradudin.!!.!!1)•

On a single scattering modelot electron dUtraction, i.e. a purely

kinematical model, the instantaneous intensity, I, ct a dittracted 'beam

is given by

(A3 - 1)

where to is the atomic scattering factor
. 2 in&! is the scattering vector (S _ s~_)

.!:(1), .!:(1') ~ the position vectors ot the I-and lith

atoms, respectively, and 1,1' 1"Im over all the points

ot the crystal lattice.

It wenowconsider the atoms as vibrating about the lattice points which

are detined by the set ot Tectors t.!(l)} such that the a~mic displacement

trom .!(1) is represented by ~(1), then equation .13-1 becomes

I -ltoI
2r:::, exp(21ti§:[.!(l) - .!(lt~]exp{~i §:[~(l) - ~(lt)J)

1,1 . .

- I L. exp{2Jti!.[~(l) - ~(lt)lJ (A3 - 2)
o 1,1'

where Io is the rigid lattice scattering tactor, and the summation

in .13-2 nowcontains all the ettects ot the vi1?rationa•.

Whatwe require is the time aver&89dvalue, Y, ot .13-2. As is uaual in

Statistical Mechanics, it is simpler to replace this time average by' an

ensembleaverase over the ensemblerepresented by the crystal Hamiltonian H.
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For _illplioi V. .. con_ide%"a e~.tal eon.i_ting ot onl7 CID. tne ot

atoa ot -:... Pirat17. we wish to naluate < exp (1S~(1)}> where

S.u(l) • )' Su...(i), Tha.-- .(~ ...
< exp t iSu.,_(1)}> 'l'r !Xp{-,Hl exp \1Su.s(1}1

• ~exp{-!H

where f • (~,)-l
~ 1. Boltsazm·. constant

~ is the .Absolute temperature

and T%" la the Trace operator et the _trix.

(.A3 - 3)

Tb. Hamiltonian ot the errata! i. given' in the Bamoaic approzimation b7

(.13 - 4)

crratal, and (,J .~.jare 1"esp8ctive17 the. trequen07, .... wctor an4

pola.riaatiOfttl or the phonon.. a*(5,j) an4 a(,!,j) are ~_peoti'"17 the

'boson enation and annihilation cperators tcr the·phonem-.

'l'he uplitude. ot the the1"lD&1 ,.ibration_ can then 'be shown tc 'be giftn in

thi. representation b7

u,,(1)• (.; )i tj."~,3){2.t,j/ [&*(-5,j) +
-

up (27[i js •.!(l)} . ;~ (.13 - 5)

where the .1(5,3) are the component_ of 8igenyectora ot the ~oal

_trix et the crystal and. i. the total I1UJ1lber of atolDllin the crystal.
"

:B7substituting .13-4 Md .13-5 into .13-3 and tactori.1ng, .. find, attar

.ome UDipulation that
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By evaluating <U!(l~ in a similar manner, we may readily show that

(A.3 - 7)

Weare now in a position to evaluate <.exp {2Tti.§.[ ~(l) - ~(l' )J}) •

Makinguse of ·A3-7and substituting A.3-5 into the expression, we arrive

at the following equation

I - < Io L. exp (2ld §..[~(l) - ~(ll )J) )
I,ll

-lfol2exp { - i!-L:[§.o!<!,j)] ~(k,j)l Z exp\2n! .§.[.!(l) - .!(ll ~
k,j I,ll

2 .
+ ~ L[.§o!.Us,j)] 2 EC.!,j)cos 2lt_!.[.!(1) - .!(ll~}

,!,j

ilwhere EQ,j) - 2w(!,j) coth ifiColQ,j)

Thus Y -lfol2 e-2Wlo + Ifol2e-'ZR L. exp{#:21.: [§...A(~,j)] 2 EQ,j)
1,1' ,ls,j .

x cos 27tko(.!(1),- .!(ll)]} (A3 - 8)
2 .

where 2W- :; L [.§.~<!,j)] 2 E(~,j)
~j

i.e. ZIt. 2,/:)' [~.~(!.j)]2 00111 ~~,,~.j)
~ CA) k,j (A3 - 9)

ThiS is the so - called Debye- Waller factor.

The first term in equation A3 - 8 is the rigid lattice scattering factor

multiplied by the Debye- Waller factor, and so ~s a function sharpl,.

peaked at the reciprocal lattice points, diminished only in magnitude by

a factor depending on the phonondistribution - and hence the temperature.

The second term explicitly contains the phononwavevector ~ and describes

the phononscattered electrons. Weconsider here only the first term,

the zero phononcomponent.
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Evaluation of the Debye - Waller factor in the general case is very

diffioul t, and can really only be done numerioally. However if we

oonsider only the case of a cubio Bravais lattioe, a oonsiderable

simplifioation ocours beoause of the cubio symmetry. In this oase,

[
~ 2 ,52

§.• .!~,j)J • 3

2l54i2 '\' ooth!" bw(.k,j),
3Nm ~ I,!,j w (,!,j)

'ZR •so

• 4.J52 <U~(l)

Now, s. 2 c~s B , where e is the angle ot inoidenoe and ~ the

wavelength of the electrons.

Hence (A3 - 10)

It now only remains to evaluate (u}(l)>'

Now, as we,have seen,

(u}(1)} •

(!3 - 11)

tor a oontinuous speotrum ot the W (,!,j).

Any realistio evaluation ot this quantity requires the substitution of'a

plausible tunotion tor the phonon trequency distribution g(w ), and in

general the integration must be performed numerically. However, it we

use the Debye frequency speotrum, we can proceed, analytically.

Here,

g( c.J) •
9Nw2

0 < w , c.JM(,J 3
)(

• 0 w ) wM (!3 - 12)
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Expanding coth i,tiw in the high temperature limit (1» hw), we get

2 it JWM [ 2k:sT<ul(l» .. 6Nm 0 g(w) w2tl2 I 11 J+ 6 ~T + •••••••• dw

.. 3k:sT
w 2
M

+ ••••••••
(A3 - 13)

If we then put BD" 1')'{'0.1 M , where El D is the charaoteristic Debye
~

temperature and making the conventional approximation of ignoring all but
the first term in the series A3 - 13, we get

'ZR ..
(A3 - 14)

This is the usual expression quoted for the Debye - Waller factor. It
is worth summarising in conclusion the various approximations whioh have
been made implicitly or explicitly in the above treatment, in order to
define the area of validity of this expression. Firstly, the crrstal
Hamiltonian has been evaluated within the adiabatic and harmonic
approximations for a monatomio crystal lattice, and the diffraction
intensities calculated on a strict kinematical model, allowing no multiple
scattering whatsoever. Finally, the phonon distribution Pas been
calculated for a oubic Bravais lattice assuming a Debye frequency spectrum,
evaluated in the high temperature limit.
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